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ITHE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Introduction
"very rural child has tne right to a satisfact-
ory
,
modern elementary education, . . . to develop and main-
tain a healthy bod., and a balanced personality, to acquire
the skills needed a3 tools of learning, to get a good
start in understanding and ap >reciating the natural and
social world, to participate happily and helpfully in home
and community life, to work and play with others, and to
enjoy and use music, art, literature, and handicrafts,
Bo runs Article I of the Charter of education for Rural
Children adopted by the white House Conference on Rural
Education in October 1944, To every simple statement, to
every line in this quotation we can apply the necessity
and the urgency of good music education. The rural school
has been known and treated as a stepchild of American ed-
ucation 1 '. J,31igntly more than half of America^ children
are today being educated to meet the difficult future In
these rural schools. Vital statistics portend that v ithin
a century, these children now in these rural schoors will
'«
.
.
-
1
be the ancestors of three-lourths of all Arnericans."
Mary Hoffman writes^ how one of our greatest
mistakes in rural school music has been that of "aping"
the city schools. We listen to their superlatively fine
orchestras and choruses ana then go home to attempt the
same acnievement in cur small schools. Miss Hoffman con-
tinues, "There is a sense in which the rural child needs
music more tnan does his city cousin. The city boy may
miss the vacation trips in the family car but there i3
still the ’gang* that lives in his section of town. Street
cars may be overcrowded, but they still run. The rural
family has no such substitute. The country child must
find his recreation nearer home.” Approximately seventy-
five per cent of the schools of our nation are located in
the country districts or in small towns and villages.
^
These schools are commonly referred to as Hural Schools
regardless or their 3ize, equipment, or enrollment. The
music programs offered in these rural schools are wont to
vary almost as much as the schools themselves.
The rural school teacher has been looked upon as
•^Harriet nester, ''Educational Stepchild . . The Hural
School”, Educational ..luslc Magazine
,
January-
i
: ebruarc,
,
1944, p. 16
2Mary Hoffman, "Meeting hural School Music Heeds*', -ed-
ucational -ualc Magazine
,
March-April, 1944, p. 17
^Seraid frank, "Music Programs in the Hural Schools' 1',
Educational music magazine
,
March-April
,
1944, p. 14
I «
*
•<
a person to be pitied because he is not working in one of
the expensive, highly organized, wei^-equipped scuools
found in our American cities. he is considered as being
on a lower plane in education Decause his saiarj is coxi-
siderabiy rower or he is not generally as highly special-
ized as his colleague wording in tne same profession in an
urban education ceiiter. likewise, tne products oj. the
county scuoois so often are characterized by their shyness
(born of experience t^.at their wa^s have not been as weil
polisned or academically developed as their citified ac-
quaintances^), which is almost unsurmountable during tic t
period in their lives when they leave their immediate ru-
ral community to mingle among people who were reared in
more complete educational programs. In fact, ruraa. school
teacning seems to be naturally classified as a position
in which tne teacner must expound on several subjects, or
he is a "circuit" teacher covering many different schools
and classes periodically realiy only touching upon his sub-
jects’ s essentials and "helping" tne loca^ teacher to carry
on what he has "presented" until he returns on his next trip
around. is it any wonder txiat occasionally we read an art-
icle such as me ster McCoy wrote? He sought apologetically
^kary Hoffman, "Making Bricks without Straw", ousic Ed -
ucators Journal, Vol. XXXIII, n
. 5, April, 1947, pp. 30-31
^kary Dodson, "We’ve Outgrown the Hural Singing School",
Educational Music magazine
,
.ovember-Decemi er, 1940, p. 2c

4to justify his satisfaction in being a rural music educator
when he writes the following words exposing the inner feel-
ings which I have heretofore stressed, ’’This may be a rather
surprising statement to make, but it has not been made with-
out having assembled what, in the writer's humble opinion,
are convincing arguments to justify it. !iV ‘
As a music teacher with considerable experience in
rural schools, as a music teacher familiar with city school
music programs, as an instructor in daily contact with stu-
dent teachers, teachers with a few years experience and
music educators long recognized as eminent, and as a teacher
and observer of music programs of the type mentioned in the
title of this paper - both successful and otherwise - i re-
spectfully present the following as a model after which the
musical needs of rural families will have been met to the
satisfaction of ail concerned - including the school admin-
istrators, txie local hoards of -'education, tne teachers in the
field, and the future citizens of hural -^aerica. This paper
is also aimed to further support tne "Statement of neiief
and i-urpose" resolved and adopted by the music Educators
*7
national Oonference here presented in simplified version:
tester i&cGoy, ^hy i Am A hurai music Educator", Educa-
tional music magazine, March-April
,
1944, p. Id
^iJclitorial rage, music i'ldiica.tone u ournal
.
Vol. XXXIV, Eo. 2,
hovember-hecember, 1947, p. 17

"Provision in ail the schools of our country,
both urban and rural, for musical exper-
ience and training for every child, in
accordance with his interests and capaci-
ties.
Continued effort to improve music teaching
and to provide adequate equipment.
Carry-over of school music training into the
musical, social, and home life of the
community, as a vital part of its cultur-
al, recreational, and lei sure- time activ-
ities.
Increased opportunities for adult education
in music.
Improvement of choir and congregational sing-
ing in the churches and Sunday schools;
Increased use of instrumental ensemble
playing in connection v.ith church activ-
ities •
Sncouragemeut and support of all worthwhile
musical enterprises as desirable factors
in making our country a better place in
which to live."
.
The Problem - Statement
Our public schools must provide competent music
training for all young people^ within our borders with
approximate equality of music education for all who desire
it# host urban schools are providing satisfactory oppor-
tunities^ in music but rural schools have been sadly neg-
lected usually because of small enrollment limiting the
hiring of specialized instructors, necessitating procure-
ment of but very general pieces of equipment, and under-
standably held to a very narrow financial status . The
efforts here presented are in behalf of the schools and
citizens of our rural communities wnich can be grouped to-
gether in some natural way making possible a united effort
to secure the high standard of education in the field of
music such as is comparable with the weil-developea depart-
mental education provided in the best urban communities.-*1
Eighty-five percent of Americans (parents and non-parents)
favor musical instrument training on a tax supported basis.
The instruction should be free to students, on school time,
and with school credit# Only 6.1/« disagree and 8 • 9p have
*
^Jiate V7 Tol-fFSr; ^he xoung Child in tne Rural School",
MTSA Journal # Vol# 37, Ho. 1, January, 1948, pp. 26-27
n. ‘inland, ",iusic Practices in Junior and Senior high
Schools ", Ohio Schools
,
Vol. XIX, ho. 4, April, 1941, p. 17u
^Harriet Hester, o£>. cit
• , pp. 16-17
•^.uester McCoy, "‘The Case of Rural Music", Educational
idisic »ia azixie, January-Pebruar„
,
1947, pp. 21-22

no opinion. Native-born Americans are more musical than
foreign-born. Rural Americans are more musically inclined
than their city cousins. Only 3,a of American families
show a complete lack of interest in music. Six out of ten
ad »lts v/ho never learned to play a musical instrument wish
they had done so. With these facts1 ^' in mind we propose
the following as a workable plan making it possible for
good music training to be available to all. 13
i'he . roblern - Importance
One ever-present goal of American education is
to stimulate progress toward ’’the well balanced personal-
ity 11 .^ ’’Rural people are demanding the same musical oppor-
tunities now accorded our city people. V.ith the rapid de-
velopment of transportation, communication, and better end
more efficient machinery for getting the farm work done,
tnese rural people have become aware of how much more there
is in life to live for than t,ust themselves and long, hard
hours of work, iney drive to the nearest metropolitan cen-
ter to hear fine musical performances by both professionals
and school children. liney turn on their radios and they
•^American music Conference survey, "Parents, Citizens,
Cant more Music", ihe instr meritall st magazine
,
Vol. 11,
No
• b. May-June , 194a, p. 9
^American music Conference urve,
,
"Survey of Public’s
music 'it ste", Iriad (Official Publication of the Ohio Music
education Association), Vol. XV, Wo. B, May, 1948, p. 10, 1214Joseph Skornicka, "Mr. Administrator—Music for Every-
body”, ihe instrumentalist agazine
.
Vol. II, Wo. 5, May-
June, 1946, p. B-9
..
>
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hear the same fine mus.c programs those living in the cities
hear, 15 " hence, they are insisting that they and their boys
and girls have all these experiences in music which are go-
ing to enable them to live more rich and joyous lives, 15
A need is being expressed for research in order that an
adequate and practical curriculum in music may be adapted
to the one-room and to the graded school. >e see too many
such schools trying to copy their big brotner and sister
schools in building the music program. Our rural communi-
ties are virtually untouched by the instrumental phase of
our music education program. Ihe rural boy or girl grad-
uating from the eighth grade has to enter high school with
no previous instrumental experience, while his city cousins
have had the opportunity from the first grade on. Ihose
music teachers who are working in rural schools are usually
dissatisfied because of adverse teaching requirements, poor
pay, difficult teaching environment and equipment, with the
result that few of the desirable teachers remain in a ru-
ral system more than a short period of time, net us help
Rural America to learn to participate - physically and
aesthetically - in music at their work ana their play, and
in so doing they will move onward on a par in their quest
for a fuller, richer living.
1tester McCoy, "ihe Case of Rural music", op. cit . p.21
15netter to Editor, "A hural Rarent Reviews a School
Concert", nuslc educators journal , Vol, XXXIV, No. 2, Rov-
ember-hecember, 1947, pp. 60-61
..
,
*
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t
e ctives
The ambition behind this work is to determine a
concrete outline of a workable music education program
which is designed to provide for rural schools as exist
in Oh o standard expert training in the five avenues of
musical development generally recognized in music educa-
tion and listed as follows:!? musical awareness, musical
initiative, musical discrimination, musical insight and
musical skill. Such headings as emotional expression,
musical intelligence, satisfaction in skills, background
of usicai knowledge, and socio-musical responsibility
are included in this training. This is devoted to the
belief tuat ever,; child should be developed to the extent
of his musical talent^®, in order that when he becomes a
responsible) prrt of the community, he will understand
music to the best of his ability, will be able to perform
music in some community group if his interest and ability
warrant it, and that as an adult he will be made to feel
1 Qthat music had a fair chance in his life.
The physical location concentrated upon in this
paper Is the Strte of Ohio but of necessity the ideas
!?James n. nurse Li, education for musical Growth. Part
II, Chapter 6-1 j, hoston: Ginn and Company, _948
IBEditorial Page, "There is no Saturation Point in Wise
Education", musi c Educato rs Journal
,
Vol. XXXIV, no. 1,
September- October, 1047, p. 19iyMary Godson, "For tne .ew, or for the Masses?", Ed-
ucational Music Gaga z ne, lfovember-December, i947, p. 37, 58

herein presented are of a flexible nature and thus expect
ed to be adaptable in whole or in part anywhere in hural
America. 2^
definitions of Terms Used
State Supervisor of Music -- Miss hdith M. seller,
of the State department of Education is an active focal head
of the music activities in the Public Schools of Ohio. Her
office is an agency, commanding the respect of both educa-
tors a_,d musicians, to recommend arid suggest. The respons-
ibilities and duties of the State Supervisor of music in-
clude
1. The promotion, guidance, and supervision of all
the music in all the schools from kindergarten
through the graduate school.
2 . Correlation of the teacher- training program
with rue needs of the schools.
3. Hepresenting the State Department of hucation
in all matters pertaining to the field of music.
4. Visiting the schools so that conditions and cir-
cumstances would be observed and suggestions
made for improvement.
5. Sponsoring conferences, clinics, and demons tra-
fh-^ester mcCoy, "I’he
-
Case of Aural Music", op. cit .
,
p. 21
Clifford h. Brown, ‘‘The State Supervisor of husic",
music hducators Journal
,
Vol. XXXIII, ho. 5, April, 1947,
pp. 40, 42
~
..
»
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tions for the purpose of training in-service teach-
ers,
6. dispensing information through correspondence,
bulletins, and pamphlets.
7. Participation in professional meetings in and
out of the state for the purpose of better un-
derstanding the problems of educat on in general
and music in particular.
8. Assistance to schools a i communities in solving
problems relative to music.
9. maintaining constant vigilance over the whole
educational program so that the needs of the
schools would be thorougiily analyzed and the
teach r-trainlng program adapted to those needs.
miss Keller is a welcome participant in any gathering of
musical interest, a ready source of information on any-
thing related to music, and her work is held in high esteem.
ner opinions are highly respected and urgently -solicited,
her authority is largely that of evaluating a local school
music curriculum and determining the amount of academic
credit the State department of education will recognize.
The State Supervisor of music represents the State Depart-
ment of Education in ail the individual school music de-
partments in the State of Ohio.
.
The City Schools* Supervisor of Music — A posi-
tion which must he defined according to each particular us-
age. The larger cities usually provide for a Director of
Music who assumes the responsibility of all the music in all
the schools of the city school system in regards to policies,
courses of study, procurement of properly qualified music
teachers for the various schools, grade levels and fields
of music education, arrangement of schedules, and final pro-
curement of supplies and equipment. In the cities not hav-
ing one designated head of the music department there is
probably a Supervisor of Elementary Music, Supervisor of
Vocal music, and/or a Supervisor of Instrumental Music.
These positions carry with them the responsibilities ob-
viously peculiar to their particular field of music educa-
tion. They probably take it upon themselves to co-ordinate
their efforts in whatever manner they feel the need. Each
is accountable directly to the Superintendent and the board
of Education of the City Schools.
The County Schools* Director of Music — A posi-
tion for the County Schools parallel with the City Schools’
Director of music, fie assumes the responsibilities of pro-
viding the desired music program in all the schools through-
out the County School System to the extent of determining
the teaching requirements of each local school, placing the
proper amount of music teacher time in each school (follow-
.*
.
. 1 : 91 f •' > .
ing the proceedure of recommendation to the local Board of
Education), co-ordInatinc the music activities aioong all
the music teachers in the County, working out the teaching
schedules to the satisfaction or all concerned, handling
tne procurement of materials and equipment, assisting with
individual music problems wherever the^ may ar_se - element-
ar, tnrough high school, carry out t.ue requirements and
standards set forth by the State department of Education,
a..d in general operate within his county much the saiue as
the State department Supervisor does on a much broader
scale, lie is responsible to the ntate department of educa-
tion, more directly to the County Board of Education, and
to each of the local Boards of Education.
docal Supervisor of Music -- The authority in
music within his field of music for a given school or
locality, he is the music specialist doing the bulk of the
music teac ing subject to the advice and recommendations
of the County director of Music. Be maintains the music
standards for his classes in accordance with the accepted
objectives established among a±j. the schools of tne Count,. .
individual uifferences a- ong schools and classes are recog-
nized but on the whole the efforts are toward equal opport-
unities and similar accomplishments in all the sc-ools of
the r ral sc 1001 music program. The local Supervisor of
Music puts the music teaching program into effect in his

particular locality from pre-school to adult participation.
He is responsible to the County director of Music and his
local board of Education.
City School — A part of a complete school system
located
.
ithin the limits of an urban area and operated as
an independent unit ent rely apart from the County School
System or adjoining school districts.
County School — A school or school system, under
the jurisdiction of a County Superintendent, which may be
called more specifically a township school, a one-room
school, a centralized sc ;Ool, a consolidated school, an ex-
empted village school, or a district school.
Rural School -- Any part of the public scnool
organization which is separated from a ci
t
w school system.
The rural school is automatically a part of the County
School system in tne State of Ohio.
County -district -- Some of the larger counties
have a need for sub-division according to population, numb-
er of schools, or physical separation. The "County-district
may be used as describing the series of schools supervised
by any one music teacher.
Exempted Village -- A small town school system
which is s iperv -sed by the County Superintendent and County
Board of E ucation, but the school system is complete aid
separate from neighboring r ral scnool districts. The word

"Exempted" In this case refers to the class or status of
the school system in reference to the Ohio State School
foundation Program of state aid for schools.
Divisions in the nusic Department -- The desig-
nated fields in Music Education such as elementary Vocal,
band Instrumental, String instrumental. Theory, etc.
County iaiisic Workshop — The office of the County
Director of Music has so;,e provision to house all the equip-
ment ana materials needed by the music department. The
term "Workshop ” or "laboratory" is verv fitting to this
p_i.ace where all the music teacners can hold tneir meetings,
s tidy tneir materials, maintain their supplies anti equipment,
and from which they can work.
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METHOD OP PROCEDURE
The music program herein presented is an out-
growth ox strong personal feeling ana contact through in-
timate association with rural schools and communities.
There seems to he a considerable amount o,. material written
about the fact that something siiould be done for the improve-
ment of instruct on and facilities in rural schools, b it
ver^ little is available as concrete and sincere evidence
of constructive ann workable programs to rectify the situa-
tions. 2^' The writer 1 s direct personal interest in the sub-
ject has been a driving force in compiling the information
necessar,, for this tnesis, and the source of material here
presented is formulated into a county music program which
he hopes to put into effect whenever and wherever he op-
portunity presents itself.
--xperlence
As the lusic Supervisor of a rural school dis-
trict, the writer made weekly contact with fi. teen one-
^•hester ^cGoj
,
^he Case of Rural music"
,
c>c. cl t
. ,
p. 22

room, two-room and four-room schools co-ordinating tho
music work among thirty- three elementary teachers in a
mining area strongly divided by racial and occupational
differences. This school district did not have its own
high school so the pupils graduated into one of several
high scnoois in a neighboring city, exempted village, and
rural scnooi district, each having a different level music
program.
As the supervisor of music of another rural
schoojL district made up of several small elementary schools
and a centralized high school, the writer worked and lived
among “average” rural people ani came to know their prob-
lems, their desires, to observe their efforts and abilities
in music, and their appreciation of musical opportunities
made available to them.
Throughout his term of duty in the United States
Armed forces the writer had considerable opport unity to
observe and evaluate trie actions a^d musical responses
made by people who are products of practically every type
of school system and from all walks of life.
As a music teacher in a school which is part of
tue metropolitan school system of one of the largest
cities in America, and as an observer in the schodl of
ax,other large American c ty school system, the writer has
had intimate contact with the operation and possibilities
.'
of such highly organized music programs as are in exist-
ance in ...ar-ge school s^ste,.s.
As instrumental s tpervisor of a consolidated
county school district, the writer has put into operation
with considerable satisfaction many o^. the features pre-
sented herein. This county is made up of representative
examples of poor music teaching, lack of qualified teachers
non-standsrdized programs, and disorganized music aiiilia-
tions.
As string instrumental s tpervisor of a sma^l
citj school system the writer is acquainted with the ex-
amples 01 differences among pupils coming from sur ounding
rural school districts. Also, he has boiit a reasonably"
effective string program, and exp rienced the effective-
ness of specialized music instruction under the var ous
supervise s.
As instructor in the music department of a state
university in Ohio the wfciter has been directly affiliated
with y oung people from ala. classes of schools and has come
to know the feexings and desires of the students in axl
departments of study. In the department of Music the back-
ground, experience a^d accompli sioment of lndo-viduai stu-
dents is noticably related with the t^pe of school music
program from which tney came.
'‘
’ If .•!
•J i
.
Corresponuence
A considerable amount of correspondence has been
involved in order to maice appointments for personal inter-
views, obtain copies of materials now in use, locate refer-
ence materials, and to secure information when a personal
interview was impossible. Much of the correspondence proved
to be inadequate for the purpose of this paper so onl^, the
most pertinate is being reproduced.
The first letter written in connection with this
thesis is, of interest. It was v.ritten to Mr. E, Roberts,
County Superintendent of Schools, Columbiana County, Lisbon,
ohio on May 21, 1947. The writer is acquainted with the
fact that a County Director of Music had been in service
under Mr. Roberts for several years. Seven specific quest-
ions were asked and answered as follows:
1. Is the County Directorship of Music now a full-
time position? Answer: ie s.
2. What are its requirements (scholastic and gener-
al)? Answer: We require a Master* s Degree in
>
Music.
3. Does the County director do any teaching? Answer:
Ho.
4. what are the d ties of the position? Answer:
Work out and keep up to date a course of study,
p_i.an county contests and festivals, plan in-

service training for classroom teachers when
needed, supervise and visit local music teachers.
5. i‘o whom is the Director of music responsible?
answers County Superintendent and state depart-
ment of medication*
6. what are some of the accompliailments which
wouj.d not otherwise be possible? Answer: A
much better grade of music teaching in tne
county, better appreciation, etc* of music.
7. How does the salary compare with the otner
music teachers’ salaries in the county?
Answer: Three to six hundred dollars higher.
A letter written Ma;y 29, 1947 by nr. Ddward K.
McCowen, County Superintendent of schools, Scioto County,
ortsraoutn, Jhlo is worth reproducing "in to to
,
Mr.
McCowen was formerly the County Director of Music and is
the auther of an interesting article by virtue or his ex-
perience as Music Supervisor now turned School Administrator
Scioto County School District
Portsmouth, Ohio
May 29, 1947
Dear sir:
1 am in receipt of your letter of May 21 in which „ou
requested certain information concerning the music setup of
Scioto County.

The answers to jour 3even questions are listed below,
1. The position was a full time position.
Requirement, a master of wlfusic ^e^ree.
3. The teaching consisted of supervisor,,, assist-
ance plus direction of the ail-county band. All
t clinical worii concerning instrumentation, re-
cording, and broadcasting were also duties of
tire supervisor.
4. The duties al3o included
a. Setting up with the various music super-
visors the music schedules, text book
materials, etc.
b. detailed planning,
c • Jupervi
s
ion
•
d. Recordings.
e. weekly broadcasts.
f. All- county band.
g. directing the organization of an annual
all-county music festival.
There are many other minor- duties too numerous
to mention.
5. The supervisor is responsible to the County
superintendent and the County board of -‘-->duc tion.
6. The accomplishments are many. A uniform music
program, unexcelled in the state, was the result.

7. Salaries would range from «>280u to <#3500. This
is above the average.
1 have attempted to briefly answer jour questions,
if further information is desired do not hesitate to write
me
.
Very truly yours,
hdward it. ticCowen
County oupt.
The most obliging source of information has been miss -dith
M. heller, State Supervisor of music, Columbus, Ohio. Jne
of her most nelpf'ul letters pertinent to this study is self-
explanatory and is here reproduced in total.
State of Ohio
•department of Mue&tion
May 10, 1048
hear ar. Groman:
be have eight county supervisor-3 of music employed by
county boards of education as assistant county superintend-
ents. This is the only way any one person can be employed
in a county-wide capacity . be have other counties in the
state which are organized nicely. The teachers meet regul-
arly, have discussion groups and plan for exchange programs,
festivals arid so forth. The following counties have count,
supervisors, nil of tnem except Lorain County do some part
time teaching in local schools for wulch the,, are paid by
local boards. The remainder of the time is given to county
..
supervision anil paid by tne county board.
County County Seat County Superintendent
Clinton Wilmington hiss Margaretha Baumann
Erie Sandusky Miss Margaret -illisms
Geauga Chardon H. H. Behnbostel
Hocking Logan Miss Grace Orr*
norain Elyria Gerald M# Prank
Medina Medina HudoLph ^ehrens
Trumbull Warren Charles Lowry
Tuscarawas new Philadelphia
t fi
James Baker
Ur, S, T. Burns, dead of iviusic Education at Oberiin,
was a former County Supervisor in Medina County. Mr.
.
K.
McCowen, County Superintendent of Scioto Count;
,
Portsmouth,
was a former County Music Supervisor, When fie took over the
general county administration, no one v;as appointed to suc-
ceed him# however, he has a very definite interest in the
county music pro grain.
Margar-etha Baumann of Clinton County wrote her masters
thesis on county s pervision in Ohio, i helped her work on
it from a historic ste dpoint. Several counties had county
*
supervision a number of ,/ears ago and her tmesis contains
all of the material until se\Terel years ago. A copy of t-uis
might be borrowed by your institution from the Ohio htate
library
,
I cannot give you specific information about county
..
.
.
.
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.
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supervision in the other states. If there i3 anythin0
specific which X have not answered and you think I can
help you, kindly advise.
Sincerely yours,
Bdith h. Keller
Supervisor oi i,usic
as will be noticed, at least two counties known
to have had Oounty .Supervisors or directors of Music do
not now have an appointee in service, ^t is known that
in both cases the Count,. Superintendent has not been able
to secure the services of a properly qualified Director*
Published Reference Material
An effort has been made to confine this t^pe of
reference material |to that directly associated with tne
designated area limtations of this thesis ana to the dates
within which the Y/riter has been actively engaged in teach-
ing public school music. Periodicals tend to be more dir-
ect, more specific, and reflect cur- ent conditions more ac-
curately than is generally true of larger published works,
ihe professional periodical publications have, therefore,
been heavily relied upon to furnish support, authority and
breadth to the exp rience and observat .on of the writer,
‘ihey have also served to demonstrate the possibilities a-,d
extent to which the music organization and administration
herein presented can oe utilized elsewhere than in the
State of Ohio.
.,
'
Fer3onal Contact
More than 1,0UQ miles were traveled within the
State of Ohio by the writer in order to make personal con-
tact with each County Director of Music now in service in
Ohio according to Mi3s seller, State Supervisor of Music,
It is believed that more complete details, certain individ-
ual differences, greater understanding and satisfaction,
and more thorough interpretation of each county music or-
ganization was realized through the direct conversations,
actual visits to offices and schools, and personal acquaint-
ances with people who are now applying many or most of the
features advocated in the organization and administration
of music according to this thesis. In every case tne
music director was most co-operative - often confidential -
with detailed answers to questions, explanations, ana aera-
onstrations with examples of materials now in use. 1 here
the Director of Music was not available the County Super-
intendent or a member of his staff furnished the desired
information to the best of his ability.
Aa was expected, no two county music organizations
are identical. In fact, it soon became apparent that the
interpretation of the office of County Director of Music
was not always according to a unified program or central
office for the music department. Several interviews were
heid with former county music administrators. County auper-

intendents who formerly eiaployed County Music Directors,
and with superintendents and music supervisors not utiliz-
ing a music program of this type, A short description of
each county music organization now in operation is given as
follows
:
Clinton County, ftilmington, Ohio, Miss nargaretha
Baumann, County Director of Music —
This well-developed agricultural county has thir-
teen school districts with twelve high schools and
twelve music supervisors. Many of the music super-
visors have been in service in the county for several
years. Miss Baumann was a local music supervisor in
the county before receiving her master’s Degree in
music and later appointed to her present position.
Music supervisors meet together every two to four* weeks,
according to the time of ^ear and the business at hand.
Most of the local music supervisors are in charge of
all division of music in their districts but both the
County Director and County Superintendent are striving
to convert the local districts to have special Music
Supervisors as much as possible, All-County Music
Festivals are held in the Fall of the year with great
satisfaction. The co-operation among the Music Super-
visors has been satisfactory especially due to the
County organization. The County Director teacnes
.
.
approximately three days per week and devotes two days
to county supervision. Music contests are not encour-
aged. Some allowance is given in salary for traveling
expenses. Adult music appreciation is especially well
organized and music supervisors are urged to direct or
work with civic or church music organizations. Most
teachers live in the County heat a,.d commute to their
schools. The Count,, .director is currently working for
higher salaries for her local mus-tc Supervisors. A
teacher among several schools is never called a ’'cir-
cuit" teacher in Clinton County because that title is
offensive.
Erie County, Sandusky, Ohio, Miss Margaret Williams,
County Director of Music (now transferred) —
Mr. V. eagle. County Superintendent of Schools
furnished the following information: This county is
rather disorganized and some \ hat far-flung in area,
it is a resort district with considerable industry and
truck farming. The County Director of Music is largely
a nominal position with actual duties limited to teach-
ing full-time in part of the county scliools (Exhibit 1).
ne meets only occasionally with the other two music
supervisors in the County, he helps outline a course
of study which is ver
c
loosely handled. Mr. Weagle
.«
was very co-operative and seemed well acquainted with
music and its importance in public education. He ex-
plained his opinion that County organization is gradu-
ally dissolving into State-histrict organization, that
the best kind of teaching available is by specialized
teachers being located in every school - consolidated
and departmentalized. He believes that an "organizer'*
is not needed in any school subject because teacners
will get together on their own iniative when the need
arises. Mr. -eagle declares tnat his county circuit
music teachers have done more effective work than the
Music Supervisor located in his one Exempted Village
school full-time.
Geauga County, Chardon, Ohio, Hr. H. H. hehnbostel.
County Supervisor of Music —
The Secretary in the County office furnished the
following information: Mr. h. H. hehnbostel taught
music in the county schools before assuming ms present
position in about 1936. The County Supervisor of Music
is expected to devote only one day per week to thi3 pos
ition. His chief duties are those of assisting with
the hiring of local music teachers, supervising local
music problems, directing the planning anil production
of four all-county music festivals per year, conducting
monthly music teacher meetings and organizing a course

of suggested, study in an effort towards standardization.
xn the County School System are 16 school districts
with only 11 high schools, ‘ihe largest complete sys-
tem (grades one through twelve) has approximately six
hundred pupils. There are five Music Supervisors
teaching full time in individual school districts,
one nusic supervisor doing full time circuit work
among five schools, and six music teachers are on a
part-time basis (Exhibit 2). i^ost of the music super-
visors are handling both vocal and instrumental work.
The four ;<iusic festivals conducted each year are
(l) Elementary Solo and Ensemble Festival, (2) high
School Solo and Ensemble Festival, (3) Folk Dance
Festival, * and (4) Adult Folk Dance Festival. An ad-
mission fee is charged for the first three festivals
to dea ray expenses of supplies and equipment in the
operation of the office of the County Supervisor of
Music and to sponsor the fourth festival.
.
Hocking County, Logan, Ohio, Miss Grace Qrr, County
Supervisor of Music —
Very little factual information was available
for this study. The Assistant Secretary in the of- ice
of the County Superintendent of Schools was able to
furnish only meager information in the absence of the
other members of the staff. It was learxied, however.
*
that Mi S3 Orr has been Connty Supervisor of i/Iusic for
many .years, that she teaches about one-half and acts
as Countj Supervisor the other half of each week, that
the Music department is highly regarded and Miss Orr
Is considered verj efficient and capable in her organ-
isation and administration of the County Music ofiice.
horain County, Klyria, Ohio, Mr* Gerald Frank, County
director of Music —
Mr. rrank organized this County Music Director-
ship eighteen years ago and has developed it into a
full-time schedule of supervision, contacting each
school on a regular schedule, he has no regular meet-
ings with his Supervisors but calls in only those with
whom a problem may concern, thus eliminating unnecess-
ary time wastage a^d achieving a more concentrated dis-
cussion of the immediate problem at hand. There are
twenty- two schools using music in the county and six-
teen of thera including high scnoors (Exhibit 6). Twelve
mu3ic supervisors handle the music concentrating largely
on vocal and band instruction. 3alary schedules start
at 12U00 to a maximum of .p35u0. Mr. rank devotes
much of his time to handling local music problems
and giving support to local Supervisors in their projects
for equipment, salary, etc. (Exhibit 7 ). -^ach school
is responsible for its needs in materials and equipment.
*
A County Record Library and Music Library is available
for teachers to supplement their own school libraries.
The County .board of Education allows a budget for the
music Lepartme*,t for music, records, teaching aids,
etc. (Exhibits 8 and 9). It has been found that
county-district festivals are more successful than
ail-county festivals ana programs. The music super-
visors assemble periodically to renearse instrumental
ensemble music as a group and present an occasional
program* no other provision is made for adult educa-
tion. Mr* Frank states that tne most outstanding ad-
vantages realized in his organization are (i) teachers
are better satisfied because they are teaching only
their own prefer ed subject, (2) any scnool can have
a complete music instruction program for a ver^ low
cost (example: one day of vocal Instruction for E48G
and one day of instrumental instruction for p520 totals
ylOOO for a full music program). The main objection
is the amount of driving that is often necessary among
the schools* The main problems are in selling the
program to each of the local Boards of Education, build-
ing the schedules (Exhibit 5) and then giving all the
support possible to the local teacher as a co-worker —
not as a critic

Trumbull County, arren, Ohio, Mr. Charles n. -jowry.
County Director of music —
Mr. Lowry was invited to his present position by
virtue of his excellent reputation as a string instru-
mental professor, and as Director of the music educa-
tion department in a university in t^e midwest, his
duties are largely administrative in nature, hiring
Music Supervisors, recommending salaries, meeting with
Supervisors whenever necessary, directing tne organiza-
tion of County-District festivals (Exhibit 11), and
much of his time is devoted to individual problems in
local schools, i'here are twenty-five complete school
Systems and one other elementary school in the County
School System. Among these schools are twenty-eight
Music Supervisors. -^ach school district in the county
is large enough and wealthy enough to supply its needs
I
in materials and equipment. Ko course of study is
determined for the Music Supervisors to follow but
a list of recomraendeu texts and methods is provided
from which the local Music Supervisors choose their
new materials, maintaining a certain degree of stand-
ardization in order to work together more easily espec-
ially in planning programs and festivals.
Mr. j-«owry has been teaching two days per week
but next school year he ivill be County Director of

Music on a full-time schedule. He feels that his
position relieves the Count;, Superintendent of the
burdens of the department of Music, serves to unite
the music activities, and develop the points that are
lacking in each of the school districts. Mr, uoyjt\,
stresses that he never takes a commanding attitude
but maintains an atmosphere of helpfulness which has
enlisted the co-operation of all the Music Supervi ors,
commanded the res^iect of the school administrators,
and added prestige to the Department of Music in the
county • He considers the music program in the County
Schools superior to the music training being oiiered
in the larger cit., schools in the sane district of the
State.
Medina County, Medina, ohio, Mr, F. W, R, Behrens,
County director of Music —
This county music organization is, without
doubt, one of the most successful in the State of
Ohio as well as anywhere else in the country ( Exhib-
it 12), It was inaugurated over twenty-five years
ago among three local districts arid proved so success-
ful that within three years the entire county was in-
cluded in the progra.:, Mr. Behrens was one of the
local supervisors at that time and for the past
twenty years has been the County director of Music.
.
.
.
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He teaches about two days per week and devotes the
other three days to the duties of his County Office.
He does practically no actual supervision of other
teachers ' work because they are competent and have
long since proven their ability in their fields of
supervision. He has taught in every school in the
county at one time or another, ‘therefore, his con-
tacts with the local Boards of Education are very
succes ful because they are acquainted and sympathetic
with his work. The quality of music instruction is
evident by the fact that at least sixty former rural
pupils have gone into music as a profession.
There are eighteen school districts in the County.
Tweive of these districts have high schools. Ten
iiusic Supervisors handle the County Music Program
according to tneir- special division of Elementary
Vocal, Secondary Voca1, Wind Instrumental, and String
Instrumental. Salaries range up to $3500 and the
County -director receives ^2700 from the County Board
of Education and >#1300 for his teaching in local
schools. All the Music Supervisors come together for
a weekly meeting in the "music Workshop " (County dir-
ector's Ofx ice) to discuss Individual problems, deter-
mine the proceedings of the coming week, and to take
part in n workshop " activities of studying music, play-
..
.
ing records, picking out new materials, etc. Ail the
music and equipment is owned by the County Office
through a system of appropriating a certain amount of
music to be paid for by each ooard of Education accord-
ing to its proportion of music students who would use
the music. Enough copies are purchased, to handle tne
needs of tne largest group of its type in the County.
Each Supervisor carries with him the music he wishes
to use that week aiid then exchanges with another Super-
visor as soon as it is found advisable. A card file
tells what numbers have been used by each group in
each school and the dates used. There is no duplica-
tion of work within any five-year period. Most teach-
ers handle three or four different schools. They are
paid by each Board of Education for the amount of time
in each District. The local Boards of Education place
confidence in the County Director to hire the Super-
visors that are needed and a form letter is used to
inform each Board of Education of the names, services,
and salaries so the local Board has very simply present-
ed the actual cost of its music instruction. Every
school has a notebook with a record form for every stu-
dent taking part in music (-Exhibit 20) so any teacher
can immediately know the history of music training of
any student. A county system of awards for music attain-
.'
ment is handled through the County director of music
(Exhibits 18, 19, 23).
•during the i?all tern the best qualified students
of the count./ are brought together once a week for an
All-County orchestra, during the Spring fin All-County
Chorus is conducted in the sane manner and during the
suimaer the Ali-Co anti -ands similarly, nonday evening
is nCounty i»m3ic night” during which rehearsals are
held and no conflicts are encountered with other school
or community activities, viuaiiined adults and students
form a chorus which presents the oratorio "Messiah”
every Christmas (Exhibit 13) and next year's plans
include presenting the oratorio "Elijah" at master
(Exhibit 14). County music is available for use bj
adult music groups. Teacher enthusiasm is excellent
and very good o.fers are usually refused in favor of
remaining in this specialized system. The music train-
ing is so proficient that the State Supervisor of music
has granted vnat students may receive up to four credits
in music towards High School graduation (Exhibit 23),
thus making it possible for students to graduate as a
music major. Much of M: , Behren's time i3 devoted to
developing local interest sufficient to warrant the
services of a certain tv pe of teacher in that school.
(Example: the string music students and activities in
..
'
.
.
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a school might need, stimulation in order to mako it
wortn while for a string instrumental supervisor to
come to tnat school for a &~ven time.) hr. Behren’3
is particularly enthusiastic concerning tne advantages
derived from the "Music lorkshop" amd the accumulated
experience tnat is available to each school for a
lesser cost than through other inferior teaching pro-
grams.
Tuscarawas County, New Philadelphia, Ohio, Mr. James
Baker, County Supervisor of Music —
This county music organization has been function-
ing for 18 years by appointing one of the music super-
visors in the Count;, School System to devote one day
per week to administration and supervision work. The
need lor better organization has become so pressing
that 'Mr. Baker is to work about one-half time on the
County -directorship dut.ies while continuing to teach
among the county schools. There are twenty-six school
districts with eleven high schools and eleven Music
Supervisors in the County. Each school supplies its
own equipment and music. A County music Library is
made up of music used in all- county festivals. This
music is available for use wnere it is needed, hr.
Bak^r strongly advocates conducting aol-county music

festivals in the Fall of the year, thus avoiding the
rush among the many school events in the Spring.
The festival participants are chosen according
to the number of students in each schoox’s music organ-
ization taking part. This assures a balance of parts
and fair representation* A choir of forty students
would send sixteen members while a choir of twenty
would send eight to participate. An Ali-Gounty bummer
nand is handled similarly*
For the purenase and maintance of county music
supplies and equipment such a3 phonograph, records,
some music, etc., each school district pays to the
County music Office a sum of money based on per capita
use of me material. The fee is set at twenty cents
for each seventh and eighth grade pupil, twenty -five
cents per high school pupil and #>5.00 for the rental
of a phonograph.
Mr. iiaker hopes to broaden his organization to
something similar to the Medina County type of music
program but he feels that nis current problem is in
securing satisfactory music teachers.
Development
The following sections III and IV are the con-
crete platform of a complete, practical and effective
Public School Music Program particularly designed for small
». X . : j
'
schools in the itate ol‘ Ohio. By drawing from each oi the
afore-mentioned sources of infer ation and utilizing assort-
ed ideas, recommendations, inferences, a^d original thinking
the program, herein presented combines experience 'with con
stractive imagination and evaluation with discrimination in
order to formulate this complete organization made up of ind
ividuai, and often widely scattered, practices actually in
use into a unified master Program intenuoa ior present-day
application in a down-to-earth fashion wherever the school
administration is willing to adopt it. As can be observed,
many excellent alternatives suggested in the personal con-
tacts and cor espondence are not included in the Piaster
Program" but are implied for adaptation where the local
conditions or situation seem to dictate their application.
The combined sources of information and sincere efforts to
eliminate superfluous details have resulted in this program
of organization and administration as a means of meeting
the needs of aural America in the field oi music ISducation.
..
.
.
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ORGANIZATION A. D ADMINISTRATION
County Director of Music
The primary requirement of the Count. Music
Program here presented is that of securing the services
of an energetic, mature, and experienced Music Supervisor
who Is not only a fine musician but aj.so an able administra-
tor, efficient organizer and a person with sympathetic un-
derstanding^. The office of the County Director of Music
is a permanent one which is responsible for all the music
activities in all the schools of the County School System
and there all permanent records are maintained, all musical
materials and equipment are stored and dispatched, and to
which any Individual or organization can refer pertaining to
24
any music activity.
The Director of this office handles all schedules
of music teaching in the County Schools, detailed planning,
text book materials, etc., in conjunction with the various
music supervisors. He does all the supervision and manage
-
' 0. dobbins,
--
"The Need for Supervision in Small School
Systems”, Ohio Schools
.
Vol. XIX, No. 9, November, 1941,
pp . 382—38o
24^0 is Clark, *‘A Central School Serves its Community",
N3A Journal
.
Vol. XXXVII, no. 5, May, 1948, pp. 276-277

ment of regular conferences with his local music supervxsors,
directing the organization of all-county or County-Di strict
music festivals, and handles ail the arrangements for such
projects as broadcasts, recordings, testing, co-ordination
with musical organizations and activities outside of school
jurisdiction, and the providing of recognition by academic
credit and awards lor music students.
junctions
A. Securing music Supervisors —
By virtue of his position the County Director of
music concentrates upon the procurement of the best
music teachers to meet the requirements of hia county
organization, he has intimate contact with the entire
field of music and i3 therefore able to draw the type
of teacher that is most desirable (exhibit 3). He
works through each local Superintendent and Board of
Sducat i on, recommending to them the music teachers to
be hired, the amount of time they should devote to
certain schools, and the proportion of salary the
school district should pay towards the total salary
of each music teacher. fi‘he type of teacher, the ap-
proximate amount of time, and the approximate salary
is predetermined between the local boards of education
and the County Director of dusic.

B. Scheduling —
Schedule arrangements for axl music teaching Is
handled b,, the County director of music together with
each local Superintendent and/or principal v/ho is in-
volved (hxhibits o and 6;. xne County director lust
take into consiueration tne amount of teaching time
to be used by the teacner in that local schoox along
with her reouireu teaching time at other schools as the
case may be. ^’raveling time, accessabilltt of school,
and economical distribution of time allotment, such as
striving to accomplish a given amount of work in one
»
. y
trip rather than dividing It into two or more trips,
are additional considerations.
G. music Supervisor Meetings —
Once a week all the music Supervisors - all
divisions - meet together in the County Office or
County Music workshop for a general discussion of
conditions or problems experienced in the vork just
covered, a study of the work to be accomplished in
the immediate future, as well as the general program
objectives. Proposed projects such &3 special programs,
festivals, clinics, contests, inter-school musical
events, etc. are discussed a^id made more specific,
and anything of a professional nature is considered
by this assembly of co-workers in music. Desired mat-
..
.
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erials and references are sought out by each teacher
according to his needs 3uch as solo /and ensemble music,
records, charts, instruments, etc., ai.d when necessary
the cu rent teaching materials and equipment are exchanged
among the teachers.
i). Standardization of music Program —
I'he County director works out a course of study
as a general outline of music to be learned, materials
to be used and an approximate schedule of the use of
the course of study as it applies to each teacher
(-exhibits 22 and 23). ‘fhl3 establishes the quantity
and type of music to be secured for the County Music
library and about when each teacher will use certain
materials in her course of teaching, more involved
purposes of standardization are as follows:
1. Equal musical opportunities in all schools.
2. Conservation of materials and equipment,
o. Ease in making up inter-school and all-county
musical programs.
4. Proper basis for credit, awards and recogni-
tion (Exhibits 18, 19 and 20).
5. Proper basis for a standard testing program.
6. Proper organization of material covered on a
year to year basis to eliminate undesirable
repetition.
.•
.
.
.
.
7. To assure sufficient copies of music to meet
aity reasonable demands among the scnooxs and
communities
,
h. All-County and/or County- district music organiza-
tions —
There are usually advanced musicians in schools
where tne student musical performance is not at a
high enough average to challenge the ability of certain
students. Therefore, some provision must be made to
benefit those capable of better performance as well as
to maintain the high standards of teaching and the in-
spiration of the music instructors who work with ana/
or listen to tne better-than-average compositions and
musicianship, qualified students of a district of the
County or of the entire county school system are brought
together for- regular rehearsals of the vocal and/or
instrumental organization for which tne^ are qualified.
These organizations are usua^.1}, a mixed cuoir Biid an
orchestra which meet for lg hours apiece at different
times on the same evening of the ween, it is expected
that these two musical organizations meet throughout
the school 2 ear, and according to the season form a
nucleus for combined scnoox-civic vocal and instrumental
programs such as tne presentation of oratorios, concerts,
etc, (Exhibits 13 and 14). Wherever possible - in
..
local schools or in county-districts - bands are or-
ganized so that they will have as nearly complete in-
strumentati 021 as possible. As is explained elsewhere
in thi3 paper, every music supervisor in the County
school system is expected to have the responsibility
of at .Least one such musical organization,
x. Inter-School Music Activities —
Under the supervision of the County Director of
Music and local school superintendents a series of
exchange prograias or events is handled so that musical
groups perform for other schools in the county, not
with the thought of competition but for healthy rela-
tion32iips between student bodies as v/ell as for
performance experience for tne musicians and listening
experience for the local students in the assembly, con-
cert, festival, etc. 25 Provision is made for the all-
county music organizations to be heard and enjoyed b„
all the school children and the public in each district
of the county as often a3 possible,
G. Special Projects —
Among the many duties of the County Director of
Music are the planning and production of animal all-
county and/or county -district music festivals (Exhib-
D. Day, rtuet , 3 ^ork Together 51
,
Educational music
magazine
,
ttovember-December, 1947, pp. 25," 3^
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26Its 11 and 12),' periodical broadcasts, co-operation
with civic organizations for holiday and special pro-
grams, relating the county music programs, and such *
administrative functions as working out local problems^,
striving for academic recognition, etc* vhere needed,
and relat .ng the school music program to the schools
and communities as a whole.
H. ikiministrative Records —
1. A permanent musical history of every music
student in the county schools is maintained through
the office of the County director of ilusic. A
detailed sheet is maintained at each school (Ex-
hibit 20) for ever,, student in miisic listing the
year, unit of .credits, grade given and name of
instructor for ever^ music activ.it;, oi that stu-
dent throughout his school life. A smaller card
is on file in the county office having all the
same information per pupil except the name of the
instructor (Exhibit 21).
2. A iiusic Enrollment Blank (Exhibits 9 and Id)
is a formal enrollment form for a high school stu-
dent electing Instruction in any classical instru-
ment, vocal or Instrumental organization or Theory
^havid B. i-oitz, festival Re-planning”, 'Educational
Musig Magazine . September-October, 1946, p. 23
"‘2
^dTiiiam "S . ^arson, !; ‘ihe Principal and the Music Super-
visor”, Educational rusic -Magazine
„
March-April, 1948,
pp. 27, 42-46
..
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of literature Classes, These forms are a part of
the students permanent file in the music depart-
ment,
3. A Voice ‘lest Record ( Exhibit 16 ) is a concrete
record displaying the development of every indiv-
idual student tracing his progress b}, listing his
age, indicating on a staff his range, part he sings
quality of ear, and a space for remarks at each
grade level from grade 7 through grade 12. This
also is a part of his permanent musical record.
4. A Student Daily Practice Record (Exhibit 17)
is used indicating by weeks the time practiced
each da^
,
weekly grade for the lesson, signature
of parents, and space for recording the assignments
One Practice Card is used per semester and tnis
goes in the pupil’ s permanent file.
5. The octavo music is handled through a card
index listing schools used, year, programs per-
formed, grade level or organization, number of
copies, other than school organizations using same,
as v/exl as usual information of location in files,
composer, arranger, edition, etc.
6. All Bend, orchestra, ensemble, solo and spec-
ial music is handled through card indexes similar
to tnat of the octavo music. One of the ciiief
..
.
*
functions of these records ere to eliminate re-
petition of use b;, the same pupils, and to
acquaint new teachers with the capabilities and
experiences of an organization.'"8
7. The usual information is kept on file con-
cerning music teachers and supervisors (Exhibit 4),
requests and orders for equipment a>=d materials
(Exhibits 7 and 8), agreements for use of school
owned instruments (Exhibit 10), programs present-
ed (Exhibit 12), courses of study for all levels
and instruments, correspondence, literature and
OQ
study materials of value in the field of music.
8* fihe Record Library is handled through a card
index system styled after a combination of the
ideas presented by hermit Stewart*^ and W. S.
Vincent31
.
A duplicate file is maintained in ev-
ery building in the county school system using an
adaptation of the hewey decimal System so that any
teacher can find the record 3he needs and then
requests that record by number giving pertinate
^8iiorothy Griewe, ''lou hid i We hidn 1 1 !
E
ducational
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,
January-!' ebru&ry, 1948, pp. 2H>, 38-39
~
^George k
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Strickliag, "So—fou’re -jooking for Ohoral
Records 2
",
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8, Vincent, "A Cataloguing System for Phonograph
Records”, Educational misie /magazine , March-April , 1943,
pp, 37, 58-60
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Information about length of use expected, dates
needed, alternate choice, etc. The cross filing
I 3 complete so the teacher Is aided in finding
the record to suit her need. Of course informa-
tion needs to be on file about the person loaned
to, date to be returned, etc.
X. Classroom Supervision —
c^very music class in the county is visited as
often as the need expresses itself. A new or begin-
ning teacher or Supervisor will need more assistance
and superv sion until he nas proven his capability.
After such establishment the visitations are less fre-
quent and serve mainly to acauaint the County director
with the Individual problems and characteristics of tne
teachers and their classes.
.•
XV
THE PROGRAM IH MUSIC
Elementary
A# Tne eie uentar^ vocaj. program is handled by teachers
v.ho are most interested, therefore specialists, in that
3P
field. " They are supervisors of vocal music in their
schools from the kindergarten through the sixth grade
in a 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 school system or through graae
eight in an .1-4 s„ stem. >ach elementary vocal super-
visor has up to five schools in his program or system
and he teaches each class at least two titles e week for
periods equivilant to thirty minutes# he provides for
the classroom teacher a written outline of suggestions
to be accomplished between his visits. (this outline
for each teacher takes into consideration the ability
of the classroom teacher in teaching music, the time
available to the classroom teacher, and the material
covered in his in-service conference p eriods with his
classroom teachers.) This provides sixty minutes of
professional vocal music training per week for chiid-
^Edward h, ~ lcCowen, '*An Administrator * s Point of View”,
Educational nuslc magazine
,
March-April, 1947, pp. 16-±9,
.t
t
.
.
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ren throughout their elementary school ,/ears. In the
vocal program are specific efforts to include each of
the five objectives in music. It should be explained
that this includes the development of the singing
voice, musical notation, musical appreciation (includ-
ing an acquaintance with musical Instruments), vocal
repertoire, program presentation, and theory including
ear training and rudiments as applied to elementary
grade levels. If tne Elementary Vocal Supervisor ..s
responsible I'or seventh and eighth grade vocal music
then his program includes general music class meeting
for two fort,, -five minute periods equivalent to ninety
minutes per weed. Electives are glee club for boys
end glee club for girls meeting two times per week
and for the eighth graders a music theory class which
meets once a wee it. It goes without saying tnat where
the elementary vocal s jpervisor must cover all eight
grades he must not have more than three schools in his
system (according to the number of classes he is re-
quired to teach)
.
f
b. The instrumental teaching program in the element-
ary schools is carried out by tne high school instru-
mental supervisors according to their special fields
in instrumental usic. The Strii g Instrumental Super-
visor and the hand Instrumental Supervisor work co-
'.
.
.
operatively to accomplish their joint objectives. The
Band instrumental Supervisor probably handles the first
and second grade Khythm Band for two periods a week
and the String Instrumental Supervisor is probably
qualified to teach piano classes for the two thirty
minute classes per v/eek in the first two grade levels.
Grade three has pre-band instrument classes conducted
by the Band Supervisor while the String Supervisor con-
tinues piano classes. In grades four through eight
each Supervisor conducts his Instrumental classes at -
each grade level for two periods (thirty minutes) per
weeic and solo and ensemble periods at least once a v^eek.
-i
C. Schedule integration: Vocal music is handled at
a time corresponding to the regular time devoted to
music each day in each class, Hhythm bands and pre-
band instrumental classes are special periods allowed
In the classroom schedule. Piano classes are made up
of students electing to be excused from regular class
periods upon condition tnat the student be held re-
sponsible for work accomplished b;> the class in his
absence and with his classroom teacnerhs approval. With-
holding a pupil from music class as a punishment Is
never permitted. Ins tr mental instruction from grade
four is handled similar to piano classes. General
music classes on Junior High level are special periods
.
comparing with hhythm and pre-baud penoas
Secondary
Music in Secondary schools divides itself natur-
ally into vocal and instr mental classifications each handl-
ed by a supervisor in joint co-operation unc er the County
director of Music.
A. Junior High School — The High School Vocal Music
Supervisor is expected to teach the General usic Glass
of the seventh and eighth grades whenever possible.
This class meets for forty-five minutes twice a week
and. is a required subject in the curriculum, in the
ninth grade Voice Culture classes are elective meeting
for forty-five minutes twice a week tliroughout the
school year. -Junior Glee Clubs for boys and Junior
Glee Clubs for girls are elective and subject to par-
x formance requirements found advisable according to
grade level and physical development. These glee clubs
meet twice a week for forty-five minute periods in
scno .1 time. The High School Vocal Supervisor handles
Assembly Sings, special programs such as operettas and
.appreciation groups, and develops Vocal Ensembles a d
Theory classes wherever possio^e.
The High School Instrumental Supervisors teach
all instrumental classes each meeting two times a week
.-
.
'
.
,,
. ,
t
f
for forty-five minutes tnrou hout Junior high School
.
Junior Band and Junior Orchestra each meet twice a
week for forty-five minute periods for the seventh
and eighth grade levels or throughout Junior high
School. Instrumental Ensembles are formed wherever
possible.
B. Senior ~iigh chool — Ihe high School Vocal Super-
visor continues his Voice Culture classes throughout
Senior *ngb meeting at least twice a week. Senior
boys' arid Girxs 1 Siee clubs, mixed Choirs and Ensembles
are scheduled for two fort -rive minute periods per
week.
The high School Instrumental Supervisors continue
all instrumental classes throughout >enior High meeting
two times a week, devote at least one period per week
to Solos and Ensembles, and conduct the Senior Band and
senior Orchestra at least two ^errods per ween.
C. ,' Schedule Integration -- The music Supervisors are
included in Junior mid Senior nigh School class schedul-
ing on the aaie basis as the regular academic instructors
Periods are designated for General music. Glee Ouubs,
Junior and Senior Orchestras a .id nanus, and any student
may elect (Exhibit 15 ) to enter any such music organ-
ization subject to the approval of his acuity nuvisor
and the performance requirements of the - usic Supervisor

in charge of the organization. Voice Culture, instru-
mental classes and Solo and Ensemble classes are at-
tended by students electing to make the extra effort
to maintain their scholastic standing while excused
from a stud;y period or class period subject to tne
approval of the classroom teachers involved.
ihe i'eacher In-Sorvlce draining Program
A. Music Supervisors’ Conferences — These weekly
sessions held in the County Music Workshop under the
chairmanship of the County Director of Music are or-
ganised sessions for the purpose of reviewing and dis-
cussing work that has been accomplished, planning and
organizing the work to be undertaken, recommending
and advising by mutual co-operation, conducting panel
talks and lectures on various phases of music educa-
tion, famillarising each other with work and efforts
common to each, achieving concerted action for parti-
cipation in district, state and national music activ-
ities, festivals, programs, civic events, adult educa-
tion, etc., and exchanging of materials and equipment
in preparation for the next period of teaching,
b. Special meetings — Galled by the County Director
of Music to work out specific problems of a personal,
localized, or specialized nature and not included in
the Music Supervisors’ Conferences. Other* teachers or
'
v.ortfers may attend v;hen they ore involved.
C. Visitation -- it is often arrange, that Supervisors
and teachers are given opportunity to visit city schools
in the general vicinity and in well-re ognized school
systems elsewhere for the purpose of observation, stim-
ulation, evaluation « d general information.
D, Teacher training — Coaching and training is made
available regularly to classroom teachers^ who elect
the facility and to those teachers who are expected
to carry on with certain music work in the absence of
the Supervisor. The Supervisors involved conduct
periodical training groups in a systematic manner to
the extent advisable for all concerned. music corre-
lation with other subjects is stressed whenever possible
through general teacher meetings, local school teacher
meetings, lectures, demonstrations, movies, and personal
contact.
22. Testing — A regular schedule of musical aptitude
and musical ability tests is conducted so that ever,
Oods'on, nrBut~T Can’t Teach tusicl H
,
-d-ucatioricnl
music Magazine
.
January- ebruary, 1943, pp. 41,43
^"irving Chey e t te
,
"dusxc Education for Grade Teachers",
educational nusic magazine, heptemoer- October, xy47, up. ib-
19, 33
•«ayne Jaertz, “The Classroom Teacher In music education".
The nuslc ournal
,
Vo... V, no. 3, Juxy-^ugust, 1947, pp. ±6,
si-88
f Ctto nankenau,
Schools , Vol. XVIII,
"The Cultural Importance of Musi c "
,
no. 5, ...ay , 1940, p.2i2l
Ohio
• < • t , , . , . , X
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school pupil receives the opportunity to be tested
at least four times in his first nine y ears in public
school education. The results of these tests are
kept in a permanent record. They are also used to a
certain degree as an evaluation of the teacher effect-
iveness of certain members of the music faculty . In
addition the C runty Supervisor conducts special tests
for s ecific evaluation of a teaching method, course
,
fZO
of study, teaching ability, etc,
£*• Classroom Supervision — The local supervisor may
observe the teaching of another supervisor or a class-
room teacher for the purpose of iso_ating peculiar
difficulties, recommending certain proceedures or
evaluating accomplishments, discussion of which must
be reserved for some time in privacy , bo supervision
is done in anything but an attitude of helpfulness,
constructive evaluation - never v th a criticaJL at-
titude. * basic comments are in writing for the bene-
fit of the person whose work is observed, ho class-
room i3 visited w thout advance notice to the teacher
in charge. 3^
Gene Cheiaoweth, "iviusic iducation Heeds Scientific
method”, Educational musi c magazine , September- October,
1946, pp, 24-25, 37
^xsabeile Post, ” ;'hy e bon’t Like Supervisors”, •5duca-
tionnl ,*u.s;L.q, Magazine, 3eptember-0c tober, 1941, p : , 21-23
.
G, nusic Supervisors’ Leadership development pro-
jects — Every music. supervisor in the county system
has the responsibility of and opportunity to work
with and develop a student or adult musical organiza-
tion v. Lthin his field of work to the highest degree
of proficiency possible, lor example: an Elementary
local Supervisoi may assume the direction of an extra-
curricular childrens * music appreciation group, organ-
ize and direct a childrens* choir^0
,
or work together
with the local Ministerial Association to organize
and guide various junior choirs among the church con-
gregations. hand Supervisor could be the conductor
of a district band of symphonic proportions limited
to qualified students, an all-county band, various
ensembles couj-d be developed and coached by him, and
the field is almost unlimited for musical organiza-
tions among adults^ in bands, ensembles, appreciation
groups, - !GA-YWCA adult education groups, civic organ-
ization sponsorships, etc. Likewise, a high School
Vocal Supervisor may have the directorship of a.1-
eounty or district student choirs, glee clubs, etc. 42
* henry ~ ranci s , ^The hy of our County Boy Choir'
-
',
Educational Music Magazine
,
Wovernber-Lecember , 194G, op. 18
47-49
Edith m. Keller, '‘Columbiana County Symphony Orchestra
fi‘ri ad
,
Vol. XV, N
. 6, March, 1948, p. 5
!
*^illiam Gowdy, nA ihill dear of Choir Activities”,
Educational Music Magazine. Wovember-Lecember, 1947, pp. SI
o5
•'
*
.
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comparable with the instrumental supervisors. The
three-fold purpose of this phase of the music program
is to (l) create opportunities for students to take
part in or at least have contact with musical organ-
izations in their field of interest, capabilities,
and for broadening experience, (2) encourage and
sponsor musical activities on the adult level as an
encouragement for students to carry their music into
adult life-'-*, and (o) the music supervisor must have
the opportunity to maintain his highest level of at-
tainment, have some fine musical group under his dir-
ection to which he cau look for musical satisfaction
in accomplishment, and to be in more direct contact
with the people of the community in which he works.
Finance, Equipment and. Supplies
A. General Finance — Hach local Board of Education
allows in its annual budget a sum of money which is
requested bv the County Director of Music determined
by appropriation according to the number of pupils
at each level in its school system. This Music fund
in each eocai district is made available to the County
director of -msic to use for materials and equipment
which are most needed according to his discretion
and which are used in all school systems in the County
'^ChaFles Viest, "After High School—Vi/hat?”, -educational
uislc magazine
,
January-February, 1947, pp, 14-15, "517-41

Special equipment is purchased tx.rough receipts at all-
county musical events and remainder of the bu .get allow-
ances rrom the school districts. ha ic instrumental
equipment is provided through separate means b t each
school district accon n. . to is needs. Supervisors
are paid by each school district in which they work.,
tneir total salary being proportioned according to the
amount of time devoted to the" different school districts,
iiie traveling expenses involved are estimated and adned
to the teachers* accumulative salaries.
B # Procurement -- 'ihe County nirector oi music deter-
mines a course of study to be accompli she*, r for each
division within his depar tment in conjunction with his
xocai supervisors and he orders tx.e necessary equipment
from his central ofrice, has its cost billed to the
different local Boards of Education or to Ids county
funds, according to the specified purpose. Ihe bounty
director orders practically ail 01 his material at one
time axil on±y as much as is needed for the largest class
by which it is expected to be useu in the county . he
may order more sets of particular material if he con-
siders it necessary.
0
.
mousing and storage -- All music materials and
sucn equipment as belongs to the County husic orkshop
are handled through an accumulative file, properly in-
.
dexed, at a central location available to all teacn-
. t
ei-s at all times, ^ach item is recorded fur its us-
age by date, school, class, and performance (if any)
and by what teacher,
D. Distribut .on — Because ever; music Supervisor
works essentially from the County Music Workshop
making contact at least once a week at tne weekly
music Supervisors' Conferences, he can readily ex-
change sue. * materials necesser^ and tajie along new
material for t^e following week, ihe County Director
of msic contacts each school approximately once a
month and an additional transfer of material and
equipment may be accomplished by him if it becomes
necessary, kach school sy stein has a card catalogue of
ail records contained in the County husic Workshop
so that other teachers can utilize the County Kecord
library which is maintained by the Music -department.
'
VEVALUATION ALL CKITICIStf
nuaic xrpjnln
,;
jr A Accomplishment
I, Attendance and support — -'very person in the
territory hos direct contact with some phase of music
with an opportunity to develop his inate capacities
for participation as mell as enjoyment in this very-
necessary an . important part of our daily living.
Count, Directors are reporting capacity crowds at
their programs, whole-nearted support by the average
citizenry for all musical activities, enthusiastic
participation of entire communities^, and partici-
pation of many individuals who would not have been
able to secure an education in music in any other
41X
way. bare must be taken to manage and utilize this
enthusiasm in an approved fashion so as to assure its
dependability and continuance. A conservative attitude
and procedure aids in this matter.
^ 4 L'dith iT Aeller, "Uniting the '.rural Community Through
Singing"
.
Educational music ^lagazine. September- October,
1943
,
pp • TST33=35
^°Aary Dodson, m j or the few, or for the masses?", educa-
tional ^usic magazine, -November- December, 1947, pp. 37^ 58
'
B. Performance and cultural effects — The special-
ized music teachers are able to develop their pupils
to a degree of accomplishment comparable with that of
most of the better public school systems. Ever^ pupil
has the opportunity to tame part in ail phases of music
and benefit b;y the experience of punning, singing,
listening and understanding through direct contact with
students of his own level of musical accomplishment,
heeognition is possible for more talented students and
the broadest opportunities are utilized for the musical
enlightenment of the lesser talented. Notice bj refer-
ring to page 34 the record of enviable accomplishments
made in music by former music students of the Medina
County system.
C. Co-ordination and correlation with other school
departments — Supervisors are free to concentrate
upon their particular fields training. They and
their teachers are in a position to more fully apprec-
iate their relationship with the educat on of the
Vhole Child. Students are able to recognize the re-
la tionship of music with daily living, their happiness
and satisfaction. All the teachers are better able
to utilize music because or the organized and standard
music program making it possible for them to be ab^e
to depend upon co-operation from the music department.

Music Is more favorably considered as a major part
of public education amd is higher respected for its
potentialities In effecting a more hap; y and complete
46livin for all who cone into contact with it.
kuaic xeacner interest and mfect iveness
m. Satisfaction and enthusiasm — when people concen-
trate upon their particular ambitions and abilities
47tney are most efficient and happy. This is espec-
ially true for teachers of music. Dyer, music teacher
has his special fiends oi endeavor end v,nen he is free
to work on his specialty he is most satisfied, does
his best work, obtains the best results possible, re-
mains longer in tnat teaching position, becomes better
acquainted with his pupifs, their families a^d commun-
ity, and brings greater recognition by accomplishment
and satisfaction by ana to tne peopxe or the district
in which he teacne3.
h. County music teachers’ assoc ation — All the teach-
ers of music have need and occasion to join together to
to become better acquainted48
,
unite their efforts re-
sulting in more complete musical accomplishments and
sabeile""¥ost“ " .Vhy -e L>on f t mike Supervisors’*, op . cit .
4Ynary Hoffman, “Making Pricics Without Stra». H
,
op
.
cit
.
48wary h. Spofford, “The Organization of a Count, ftusic
Educators Association", . ualc Education seminar fl ier, boston
University Coixege of music, 1^46
.«
,
teachin understand individual difficulties, accora-
pllsli desired results through common effort, stimula-
tion by association, and elimination of duplicated
ef opts.
Comi .unity oenefIt s
The desireabie teacher of music remains for a
longer term of employment (defer to page 34;. me music
teacher more willingly takes an active part in community
activities^ as welx as more readixy assumes ieauersLip of
extra-curricular music projects, me peopxe of the comrnun-
ity can depend upon the music program to be maintained from
year to year so that the
i;
feel more free to invest in musi-
cal instruments and sponsor musical projects and organiza-
tions. The people of the community nave the satisfaction
that they are receiving tne highest t^pe of musicax training
and education^ so that the,/ can taxe their place in muaicax
activities wherever they might go and in whatever company
the,, snould find themselves.
4&Atcj ;ie 1. Jones, '“The
-
: u3ic Curriculum and Communit, iieed",
Educational lo3_ic Magazine > September- ctooer, 1943, pp. 26-
27, bo-
5
o
^Arthur williams, "The failure of music Teachers to n^velope
a Fou’jdotlon for Musical Adulthood", Triad , Vol. XXV, Ho, 6,
Prank O 1 Andrea, "Perspective for ‘Tomorrow", hdueattonal
Music Magazine, lovember-becember, 1946, pp. 29, So, "bo
"*
rch, 1947, pp, 10-11
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Constant improvement and >'rogressioi:
-^ach school benefits bv the resources of all tne
music specialists in the Count*/ School
-g stem (defer to
page 37K d} tne regular co*if -rences together each super-
visor is tne recipient Ox txie accumulated, knowledge and
experience of ail the professional workers in the organization
ax id can apply this aid to his Individual pro . ... . . .
‘the Count} director is especial../ able to keep the music
program in a health^ perspective, he is able to unite the
Iocs- supervisors for 'understanding a. d concerted action,
he is in & position to assure tne vaiue V compulsory attend-
ance; of arranging for special speakers, lectures, confer-
ences, clinics, etc,, and he can determine that equal and
most modern techniques in music education be applied to all
the schools in the Count} System. Each -usic Supervisor
has training peculiar to ills colxe^e or conservator^ so by
frequexit contacts together eacxx teacher benefits and broad-
ens his background be_nto exposed to tne musical training
of his colleagues,
Economies
A. 1‘eacher utilization — 1’his organization of music
e ucation on a county-wide system requires the hiring
of no greeter number of music teachers than under the
stem where a music teacher is expected to handle
&xj. divisions of tire music departme.-t.

xh.-S OOOiitv JT^EUiiZi;tl<ui nbOuToS e;-Cii lOCcJ. aCla*JU~
district th t it is receiving exactly G..ie amount of
iuusxc educati >n it is pay in^ for — expert tra ,uf.g
in ee.Ci . division o. the aepartmeiifc is guaranteed, tne
-oc&i duperintendent onu .,o.ra of nducati ;n s reliev-
ed Oj. tne chore of locating au.d evalue ti^g prospective
music in tractors at frequent intervals, tne ciass-
r •ois. teachers are relieved of the oftentimes unpleas-
£•-. t' duties of handxi
, ,
a„i , >.sic classes, teachers
are teaching tnat veuien they are oest qualified to
teach, esprit de corps ai-m-g the teachers in the sys-
tem ta^e a decided upsurge in prestige ana satisfaction,
greater community support oi tne school s^ste.i as a
wiioie deriving from tiie atti tunes oi tne te^cners a. d
pu, /i i s v. . thin the schools.^
n. equipment and materials -- - ach scoooi district
enjoys the resources of the entire dount^ ochooi p s-
tem. unnecessary duplication of materials and
equipment is ione, saved that can be diverted to more
modern end efficient operation, ny the process of
each school district a. propri; ting an amount oi' money
coraparable to normal operating expense of he music
department with the necessit, of supplyin; axi its
kkvVeiyn ioi-nbake, Voor -eachers are expensive", -iuco -
tions l usic i p, ^zlne , November- - oce her, x 155, . 27,
46-48

needs, and put:; . >r with a
ap... ropria tions for the ot ter school districts in the
Count}
,
duplicated speeding is eii, •Ineted it' ? the
result treat better
,
more couplete r.uaic equipment is
possible to all under a pc-Eiane:at organization of
distribution ana utij.ii7.; t or .
o. Participation values — Complete musical education
is maae avaiiao^e throughout tne fie ds of vo al, in-
strumental a.±u appreciation at a monetary co t compar-
able with that of tiie j.ess satisfactory - enerol iusic
Supervisor, Children are no long' r -iriited to oni} a.
meager experience in vocal music but are granted the
opportunity to develop to the extent of their interest
ana ob lit} in all branches of music education. aslcal
organizations and experie. ces : re no - Lgor United to
small, unbalanced, poori} organized xocai groups but
tne best possible is achieved vithin evorj local school
and tnere are opportunities dor the more acie t t ts ce
part in and benefit from experience .ith i ar* e instru-
mental or vocal music organizations comp orable ’ th
t.-.e linest ol its mi.-d anywhere in public eaucat on.
D« £v i f costs Involved — /hen three Music
supervisors are employed ^ointlj b} tree school sys-
tems it is logical that their salaries are no more
than then sep rote ; usic supervisors are hired b} each

school district to handle mi Its neeas in music,
-i-' cn supervisor in thi3 proposea pro r&ta is employed
to do tnst w iich he is best able to do - anu is most
proficient in accompiisninf
.
ine budget ior materials anu equipment for tne
operation oi tne music department in each school ais-
trict taites a xairiy consistent Siam of money to pur-
o.iase such thin s as music te:rts, band, orcu.es tra
and vocal music - which is currei tiy in demand but
not usabie again lor- approximate!,, live j ears -
records, heav; instr menus, etc. *he same bu> geted
amount administered through the county organization
supplies a
.
1.1 tne s railar equipment and materials
needed by tne individual schools with tne money
which was saved going for addi .ional and more modern
materials and equipment which had not ordinarily been
available to the individual scnools under the inde-
pendent plan, 'ihe relief afforded the local super-
intendent, board of Education aid cia3sro-m teachers
i 3 vorth a consider ble amount of money by virtue of
teacher satisfaction r<id confidence the efficient
operation of me music department. Vhe satisfaction
of the music teachers r-esi its in their i.esire to re-
:iain at tne sane position for a. longer period of time,
thus necessitating an eventual increase in salary.

bat tills cost "111 already have been offset by the
savings in hoard of Education i d Superintendei
..t time
,
the resulting community
support of the schools and especially c the 3 usic
department varrmts better salaries ihr the usic
*- upervisors
.
the sal nr. of he Count;, director >f j.s c is
handled t rough the annual budget of the Com t. Board
c . uc tion. . .'iO snou. 1 he teach h
...
in f
.
y f the
schools oi the Co-rnty he, of course, is paid accord-
ing to the proportion oh tine devoted to each school
fcii the count; offices.
.
•
-i.xar.i3 ch.d Criticinns — The music program here-
in prese ted is applicable in totals or in part in an;
County behoof stem .n A. , this is not intended as
a plan -or 'selling’’ music to the public but is a means
of providing the facilities unci instruction for which
e pubilc is aire dy asking* To be sure, the effect-
ing application ou this prog?, am stimui tes the interest
and participat ion in music, v.hic. 1, a; z r ail, is one
of the main oo t, ec.tives in our puoiic education s, ten.
ns has been pointed out, programs similar to this
are in oporat -on in practicaxi^ everg classificat on
ol areas conceivable, fixe Count, -directorship in *ock-
in- County is reportedly very effective ana highly re-
%
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epeeted# Hocking County In in the most hilly part of
Ohio where tl e roads nre comparatively poor and dist-
ances are farther. Tuscar; vms and Geauga Counties
Li especlall; afflicted ilth religious and racial
problems amon their scattered schools in hilly areas.
1'nunbulj. and Drain Counties are amon; the moat urban
f wealthy disiri ts -n the State, rend perhaps the
m st successful a d complete county music pro rams are
reported by the ap rorcimately average t;pe of counties
in< and Scioto#
It Is urged that, the Count. director of lisle
have some regular sn frequent actual teaching duties#
lie obvious purpose is that he thus maintains a person-
L understanding of t. e teach! s .ced-
ures which otherwise might easily be forgotten or dis-
regarded und r pressure of his ad & ilstmtive duties . ^3
the teaching perspective must be mainta ned for re- test
mutual understandin and co-opera t on t ji r. a director
and his co_v_eagues. It is further advocated that the
Count., director an ange to do actual teaching in every
school district in the Count; ;:t some time or another,
so in as possible during his career in that co tnty#
^harie Klizabeth heimer, usic Comes to the - urai richnol",
xiuca t a-on- - .7 l.ue
,
- irch-. pril, 1041, pp# ol, b2
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VI
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
The urgency of the demand for Lore complete and
satisfactory music education for the students of small
schools me ces it expedient that somethin be done to im-
prove these facilities to the extent that rural people have
at least equal oppor tunities in the department of music ed-
ucation as the larger a^d usually more prosperous urban pop-
ulation. urthermore, there is extremely little research
and constructive thought being expended towards rectifying
the situation for rural education. Plenty of material is
available calling attention to the needs for better music
instruction and equipment in rural schools. It is repeat-
edly obvious that, in general, our public education program
is not keeping pace with developments and improvements on a
par with modern industry or science, or with ap lication of
progressive thinking. The department of music Is but one
part of the education program but it is not obliged to re-
main dormant. The basis of success or failure in the music
department may be applied to other subjects or departments
in the curriculum. Therefore, let the music education branch
demonstrate it3 potentialities for happy anti more Rbunuent
'
living
The basic program ox organization and administra-
tion for county music as here presented is not a new or un-
tried pxan wnich is largely theoretical. It has been in
operation for over a quarter of a century in different
sections and types of people in the State of Ohio. Its
originators and supervisors have been able educators, fine
musicians and leaders and are extremely well recognized in
their profession and by all who know them. Parts of the
program have been revised and developed durings its length
of service. Improvement has been incide tai with use and
exp' rienee. The program presented in this thesis is but
a point of departure or a basic outxine of a standard music
euucat-on program which can bo adjusted, modified, length-
ened or shortened to meet the requirements of the locality
in which it 13 to be applied. without exception, it is
ooserved that all who are affiliated witu such a county
music program are very heartily enthused about it, and the
more complete or comprehensive the organization and applica-
tion of the county music program, tne more satisfactory are
the results and support for its continuation and extension.
County Sujpe rintendents in whose school systems Lhls type of
music program is in effect have demonstrated greater famil-
iarity with the music in their schools, greater satisfaction
with resu_ts being accomplished through their music programs.
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and enthusiastic support for its continued development -
often apply in,- : its organizational principles in other fields
of education, lore than once the re: lark has been proudly
made that by means of the county organization of music the
music instruction and accomplishments in the county schools
are bettor than those in the city school systems in the
same p- rt of the otate. It is worthy to note tnat other
states are finding it advisable to utilize a similar type
of county music program, hew Jersey and ; ebraska are to
be mentioned in particular in this respect.
By virtue of the afore -mentioned applied policies
and procedures it Is concluded that a complete music educa-
tion is possible for rural schools in the ^tate of hio^
and similarly anywhere in America. The essential req ire-
me ts lor the success of such a comprehensive music program
in any locality are' as follows:
(1) Securing' the services of a competent and
inspired County Director of Music.
(2) Enlisting tiie complete co-operation of the
scuool administrators and Board of 'education
in all parts of the county or district.
Incorporated in the county music organization presented
herein a3 a consolidation of the best features of the Ohio
count; music organizations no-/ in operation are the funda-
mentals of a program of f.' nance w ich make this highly de-
'-
!
sirable program of music education available to even school
districts with an extremely limited budget, xts monetary
costs compare favorably with other very inadequate music
education programs and the results realised are be„ond meas-
ure of mone^ or human satisfaction. It is further inferred
that this count; organization of music can be developed over
a period of time as a means of gradual a.,d perhaps experi-
mental building of the organization in a given loc.-.-xit^
,
or
this county organization is acceptable as here presented for
complete instaii.8t on where the groundwork has been satis-
factorily completed by meeting tne requirements stated In
tne foregoing paragraph and inferred throughout this thesis.

VII
ABSTRACT
The process, administration, and instruction of
toe department of music education In small schools over the
country has been so disorganized and generally poor that
tnere has been a crying need for something to be done, a
program to be adopted, an organization established which
will raise the level of music opportunities and accomplish-
ment iii the 3ssentia.i.ly rur-u schools to at least a favor-
able comparison with larger school systems. The "Statement
of belief aad Purpose” resoxved and adopted by the usic
Educators National Conference in 194 -, is fine, we._l and
good, but it is not being applied to the extent it should
be even at this late date. The title of this thesis Is an
introduction to a practical and highly potential program
bj which a coiiorehensive education in anisic Is made possible
for the students of present-day Rural America who cannot
wait for the gradual completion of the consolidation of
rural schools and the development of the education program
to an eventually objective levei. The use of the Ivor s
"Program”, "organization”, and "administration" become almost

Interchangeable because together they imply the type of
facility that is most effective for good results in the
field of wiusic S lucation.
The County director of music is the nucleus of
the rural music education organization, he is the stabil-
izing influence, tne administrator of music in all the
schools in the County School system, his personal qualifi-
cations are such that he can prepare t. ie desirable courses
of study for all divisions of his music program, adequate-
ly represent the husie Department among the school admin-
istrators, and properly direct the music activities among
his j.oeai -usic supervisors, me secures the t. pe of musxc
teachers which are best s itea to the neeas of his program.
This implies that he strives to proviue music instructors
who are e specially wall qualified in some particular fiexd
of music education and distributes their services among
axl the schools in the County School .System, he handles
tne procurement and distribution of materials and equipment
in such a way that axl the schools have adequate use of all
the materials and equipment that is available. This is
made possible through a well-managed plan of combining the
monetary resources of the music departments of ax.1 the
schools in the county on a proportions 1 basis which is con-
sistent among all school districts in the county. This
provides for a centrax collection of music, materials, and

eauipment which utilises the combined resources of a„l the
sc ools end makes these resources available to ail to the
advanta ge of all who are concerns .
The County Director of . usic has complete control
of the operation of the Department of husic in the County
School System. This authority is exercised hy having, con-
ferences with the .>usic Supervisors whenever necessai;
,
supervising all music classroom work, concluding arrange-
ments for musical events, programs, festivals, intor-school
music activities, .etc., standardization of administrative
records for the ;u3:ic Department, management of music teach
in f schedules, .conduct ng a teacher in-service training pro
gram, and dire the county school music program towards
satisfactory and abundant application in adult civic, re-
ligious and social life. The office of the County j irector
of i&usic is a permanent source of authority, direction and
aid in the field, of music with its resources available to
any person or organization in the county area according to
the discretion of the 'County Director of lusic.
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HX3IBITS

Exhibit 1
ERIE COUHTY PJB..IC SCHOOLS
1946-47 Schedule
Ins trumental
A/iusic
J. doffman
Vocal Itfusic
Margare t fill i mas
Vocaj. Music
Gertrude ^ohler
A. M. Milan Perkins Gastalia Eiera.
Monday
P. M. Milan Perkins ic Huron Gastalia Slem,
A. M. Gastalia Birmingham i-. ilan
Tuesday
VermilionP. M. Castalia Berlin Hts.
A. M* Birmingham Huron Milan
^ednesda^
P. M* Berlin Hts. Vermilion Gastalia
A # M« Vermilion Huron Venice
Thursday
P. M* Vermilion Huron Berlin Hts.
A. M. Huron Birmingham Milan
Friday
P. M. Huron Vermilion Castaxia
169/l pupils 18o6 pupils
.
Exhibit 2
SCHEDULES OF GEAUGA COUNTY iUSIC TEACuERS
\
I Luke Dudley - Thompson - full time
II Anna Dunn - Chardon - full time - vocal
III Albert Freeman - Instrumental
Monday A* M. - Lainbridge
Tuesday A, M* - Newbury
Tuesday P. M. - Aussej.1
ednesday P. i/J , - oainbrio.ge
Thursday A. M. - Hewbury
Thursday P. M. - Russell
IV Mrs. moIs Groff - Chester - full time
V Emil na Civita
Monday A.n. - xiambden
Monday P. M, - Montville
Tuesday a. M. - Claridon
Tuesday P. M. - Munson
Wednesday A. M. - MontviIu.e
.ednesday P. M. - Hambden
mursday A. M« <x P. m. - Buntsburg
iriday A. M. - Claridon
Friday P. M. - nunson
VI B. aj. Loore
Monday A. M. & P. M, - Parkman
Tuesday A. M. d P. M, - Middlefield
Thursday A. M. & P. M. - Middlefield
VII Hilda Ruth Horton
Tuesday A. M. - Parkman
Thursday A. M, & P. M, - Parkman
VIII Eldon 0. Schlapkohl - Chardon - full time -
IX Paul Sheilharamer
Tuesday A. M, - Troy
Thursday A. M. - Troy
X Josephine Sook - Burton - full time
XI Mrs. nuciile Btansberry
nonday A. M, - Auburn
•Tuesday A. M. - Auburn
Wednesday A. M. - Auburn
Instrumental
..
.
.
.
Exhibit 2 (Cont.)
Wednesday P. M. - Russell
Thursday A. M. - Auburn
Friday A, M. - Auburn
rriday r. M, - Russell
XII Mrs. Ellen .oodvvard - Vocal
Tuesday A. M, & P. M. - Bainbridge
Thursday A. M. . ?. n. - Bainbridge
Friday A. M. & P. M, - bainbridge
R. H. Dehnbostel
County - Tuesday and Thursday
.
Sxhibit 3
LORAIN COUNT* PUBLIC S C M 0 Q L S
(Department of Music)
Check t^pe of position
Name desired with (X)
Late 194 Age height Vocal supervision ( )
Present address instrumental teacher ( )
(If instrumental indicate
Phone the order of your ability
to teach the following
Summer address (1) (2) (3) (4) (5;
Phone ( ) Strings ( ) Woodwind
bo not write here ( ) Brass ( )-^rums
( ) Piano
Single or married
If single, do you expect to be married
within the next twelve months?
(yes or no)
High School
Year of Graduation
nist the musical organizations to
which you belonged in high school.
Yrs
Yrs
Yrs
Yrs
Attach a recent
photograph, or
snapshot of your-
self •
(The above will
not be returned
unless postage
is forwarded for
same. )
Prom what college did you graduate?
Degree
_
19__
List any additional work which you have done
What t„pe of certificate do you now hold?
/*
Exhibit 3 (Cont.)
Are you teaching at present? Salary at present
you expect to be rehired? if not, give reasons
ijist the teaching positions which you have held and give the
iength of service in each instance. (ho not list practice
teacning or private teaching)
Have you taught as a private teacher? If so, how long?
What ins trument ( s ) (if voice, list as vocal) did you teach?
What did you charge per lesson?
What do you ask as a minimum salary to teach in norain Comity?
4 per year.
If hired, will you attend all meetings called by tne County
Office as well as meetings called by your school, or schools?
(Answer les or no)
If hired, will you join the Ohio Music Education Asa*n? (y2.t>u)
The MEOTA, OEA, and the ^orain County Education
Ass ’n? (#3.00 for the three together)
What professional magazines have you been reading?
List ^our credit hours in each of the following: (indicate
wnether these are quarter or semester hours;
Pi ano Vo i c e Organ Violin ’cello
Bass Cornet Horn Trombone I'lute
Clarinet Drums Harmony Counterpoint
History or Music Orchestra Chorus Band
(other instruments studied)
ft

Exhibit 3 (Cont)
ho you have any teaching minors in academic subjects?
List three references who ore familiar with }our training
and teacning:
Are ^our credentials on file at ^our college nureau of Ap-
pointments?
:-;-*The success, or failure, of our musical program depends
largely upon the teachers selected, lor this reason, we are
interested in a very careful selection of applicants. This
application will be kept on file for one year from filing
date.
..
exhibit 4
uorain County Public School s
(Music and Art)
INFORMATION SHEET
Name Da te 9
Address for school year Phone
Sunnner or other address Phone__
Date of birth Place of birtii
Marital status - Single ( ) married ( ) Divorced ( )
Widow (er) ( )
high school(s) attended
fear of graduation from H. S,
College, university and private training beyond high schobl
(nist fully) 4
Degree fear
Degree fear
Degree fear
Are you working on an advanced degree at present?
Where?
What type of certificate do you nov; hold?
v-
When does it expire?
How many years have you taught in public schools?
how many of these have been in norain County?
if this has been circuit wor±c check in this space ( )

Exhibit 4 (Cent.)
If the work has not been circuit work list schools and. dates
of service in each.
List teaching experience outside of our system
Fill out the following:
SCHOOL DAYS
per
week
Salary •ILES of regular
driving per month
MILES of extra
driving per mo.
%
•
-
Total salary for the year j Total number of miles per
month

^xhibl t 5
Schedule for
From To
i
i
i
School
hoom-Organization-Pupll ( s) Instrument Grade
i
T
i
l
I
l
t
±
I
I
1
I
i
i
l
(
+
I
i
i
I
1
i
l
t
i
i
i
+
I
i
T
*
+
i
T
l
,.
Exhibit 6
-Lorain County Public schools
Check-up for Date
Vocax Instrumental
AVON 1^ days 1 day
_
AVON LAKE
.. . .
-L a Full tine
BSLDEN 1 2
BRIGHTON 1 I
BROOKS IDlT" i 2
brownhelm 1 "1
C AMDEN 1 X
CLEARVI SW 2 3
COLUMBIA 3 ~2“
East Carlisle 1 1
EATON 1 1
GRAFTON 1 2
HENRIETTA 1 1
Huntington ~T i
LA ORANGE g 1
LaKe Ave. 1a
Markley
1
JJ
"
2 T
Middle Ridge
Murray Ridge
? SKFIELD 1 X
RlDGEVLuLE 0 3
Rochester 0 t . . ...
SOUTH AMHERST X 2
South Ridge
Vincent 1 1
(upper ca3e letters are used to indicate both grades and
nigh scnool, Upper ; wd lower case together Indicate grades
only)
ft
.
Exhibit 7
REPORT ON INSTRUMENTS NOW NEEDED
School Date 19 Page #
The following instruments are needed for the
school if the bands and orchestras are to have the proper
balance. These instruments should be school property and
looked upon as educational equipment. The instruments
are arranged in the order in which it would seem wise to
purchase same.
No particular makes of instruments are suggest-
ed. The only suggestion is to buy good instruments. It
Is better not to purchase an instrument at all than It Is
to buy one which has only a low price to recommend its
purchase.
If the list is too great an undertaking for one
year, 3et up a three or five year plan. In this way the
cost could be spread over a longer time and eventually
you would have the necessary equipment.
Instrument Approximate cost General remarks
Recommended by

Exhibit 8
L o r a i n County Public Schools
(Department of Music)
PIANO TUNING REQUEST
The following piano, or pianos, at the
School are in need of tuning.
Date 194 Signed
vocation Make of Piano Remarks
A piano, while large in size and solid in ap-
pearance, is one of the most delicate of all musical in-
struments. There are hundreds of small pins, flanges,
pieces of felt and delicately carved pieces of wood glued
together which easily get out of order. There are nearly
two hundred strings in a piano and despite the fact that
they are made of good quality wire, they stretch and get
out of tune. If a piano is to be kept at the proper pitch,
(a-440) it should be tuned t\ ice each year.
It is impossible to get good results if the
matter of regular tuning is neglected. The special teach-
ers of music are expected to report on this as the need
arises
.
Ass't County Supt. of Schools

Exhibit 9
Lorain County Public Schools
APPLICATION TO 3TUD1' INSTRUMENTAL IttJSIC
NAME INSTRUMENT
GRADE AGE r'REE PERIODS
nave i'ou studied before? If so, how Ioiak a time?
Do you wish to take this j.or high school credit
jles or No.)
(Credit for instrumental lessons requires five hrs.
per week practice, one lesson per v/eex: as v;e_i as
advanced standing before starting same. The credit
is \ unit In all cases. Students in the first
eight grades are not eligible to receive high school
credit in applied music)
School Date
Address Phone
Do you wish to use a school owned Instrument?
Please read
Any regularly enrolled student in the school is eligible to
receive free instruction on any instr ment of the band or
orchestra, subject to tne following provisions:
1 - The pupil must possess at least a fair amount of native
talent and in addition must have the necessary physical
requisites for tne instr jno^t selected.
2 - Tne pupil must devote at a.ea;t thirty (30) minutes,
five days per week to careful practice a^id must report
this on cards provided. This practice is to be certi-
fied by the parent, or guardian, each weein Students
failing to do the required amount oj. practicing or who
ftil to make satisfactory progress will be dropped.
3 - Instruments must be brought in good playing condition.
Teachers in the school do not have time to make more
than very minor adjustments. Violins must be equipped
with snouider pans, chin rests and S tuners ana must be
of proper size for t .e student, (lull sized instruments
cannot be used for small pupils)
4 - This slip is to be signed by both student and parent.

Exhibit 9 (Cont.j
x<o changes, or erasures are permitted on high school
slips which are for credit. This ruling is necess-
ary to avoid all future misunderstandings.
Signature of pupil
r
Parent or Guardian
,
.
Exhibit 10
(To be made In duplicate)
Lorain County Public S c h o o 1 a
AGREEMENT FOR USB OF SC iOOL CPVNEL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
WHEREAS, the Board of Education,
^orain County, State or Ohio, has supplied to
a certain musical instrument, to-wit
manufactured by
bearing number of the value
of Dollars (4 ) as of
19 for use in the
school band, school orchestra or other instrumental work
in said school, with the privilege of taKing said musical
instrument home for the purpose of practicing thereon; we
tne undersigned agree to return the instrument, on demand,
to said school in as good condition as received, reason-
able wear and tear excepted, or to pay repair charges up
to the value of the instrument if necessary to bring the
condition up to the standard at which it was assigned to
the above named student.
Signature of Parent or Guardian
Signature of Student
Assignment approved by Late
(Supt . PrInc ipal )
Conditions regarding use of school owned instruments:
1 Pupils are responsible for keeping instruments in good
condition and repair, (cleaned, polished, oiled, slides
loose end greased, etc.)
2 Pupils must not use school Instruments in other than
school organizations unless special permission is grant-
ed from the school head or the music supervisor.
3 Pupils mu3t play in tne school organizations when asited.
4 Pupils must participate in all functions in which the
schools are represented.
5 Pupils must possess and use an approved instruction
book and must practice a minimum of three hours per v;eeK.
fc
inhibit 11
SOUTHWEST DISTRICT MUSIC FESTIVAL
Wednesday Evening, March 10, 19^8
8:00 0-* clock
LEAVITTSBURG HIGH SCHOOL
*"
• «
SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING
y
Braceville Prin. Kenneth V. Hiestand
Champion Prin. Carl C. Kiser
Lordstown —Prin. Donald R. Baker
Leavittsburg ‘Prin. A. L. Bascom
Southington Prin. ' Phil Jones
John C. Berg, County Superintendent of Schools
Charles H. Lov/ry, County Supervisor of Music
fi^mk
7s V
* * * PROGRAM***
I
y
Russian Picnic Enders.
Vernon Hamilton, Conducting
Heavenly Light Kopylow
Gwynne .Villi arr.s. Conducting
Dry Bones Vfaring arrangement
Anna Price, Conducting
All in the -April .Evening Robertson
Grace Lambert, Conducting
HIGH SCHOOL CHORUSES
II
March of the Meistersingers Wagner
R. William Bell, Conducting
Excerpt from the first movement
Fifth Symphony Beethoven
Joseph J. Frankie, Conducting
March Spirit of America Underwood
Joseph J. Frankie, Conducting
HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRAS
Ill
March National Emblem Bagley
Donald Hunsberger, Conducting
Two Moods Grummer
Joseph J. Frankie, Conducting
Overture Student Prince Romberg
Lawrence Rice, Conducting
Bobby Sox Suite Watters
R. William Bell, Conducting
March Silver Jubilee Fraaeneck
John Hill, Conducting
HIGH SCHOOL BANDS
IV
God Of Our Fathers ' Warren
William Bell, Conducting
HIGH SCHOOL ChORUSES AND ORCHESTiOiS
-K-
-fc- * *
.
Exhibit 12
^ PROGRAM
TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
of
MEDINA COUNTY MUSIC
1921 .... 1946
Seville High School Auditorium
Seville
,
Ohio
(Ov(>wf//y, .y/^rry
. io/rfrr// x^o/'/y-[Jrx
e/y//f f) Wort
Pr e fa ce
DURING the summer of 1921, four schools in Medina County Ohio, join-
ed resources in the employment of a music teacher. Before the be-
ginning of the school year, five other schools similarly combined and a
second teacher was employed. The second year, four other schools joined
the original nine and a force of four teachers was required to take care of
the work. By the third year, five more schools were added to the list,
bringing the total to fourteen schools, and making necessary the employ-
ment of six full time teachers. During the fourth year all of the remain-
ing schools joined with the fourteen bringing the total to eighteen schools
under the supervision of the county force. Later on various schools asked
for more time to take care of enlarged enrollment in the music classes,
making it necessary to employ ten full time teachers.
At the present time all of the schools in the county are administered
and directed by the County Superintendent and the music work is under
the direction of a County Supervisor of music, who assigns all teachers
employed in the County to the various schools, and divides the work to
be done among them according to the needs of the schools and the abilities
of the teachers. Thus, every school in the County is visited by at least
three teachers, each doing the type of work he is best qualified to do.
One directs the vocal work; another, a specialist on stringed instruments,
directs the orchestra and teaches the string instrument classes; another
a specialist on wind instruments directs the band and teaches the wind
instrument classes.
The departmental work which is possible in this type of organiza-
tion is of great value. Since the tendency in modern education is toward
specialization of subjects, this plan is a progressive step in the right direc-
tion. A teacher cannot be highly efficient when he is teaching sub-
jects which he is not particularly interested in, or capable of teaching well.
Thus an English teacher who must, because of limited ability along musi-
cal lines, teach part time music, usually becomes not only a poor music
teacher but because of his divided attention and time he also becomes a
poor English teacher. So too, a music teacher whose training and abilities
are in the vocal field cannot successfully carry on a fine instrumental
music program.
The County Board of Education, the County Superintendent and
the various school heads were aware of this fact when they joined co-
operatively in setting up the Medina County Music System. That this
program has been successful is evident in the many fine musical organ-
izations which have been developed in the various schools and in the All
County groups which have become famous for their fine performances.
Realizing that there are always many students in each school who
have exceptional abilities in music and who are capable of doing a better
type of music than might be possible in their local school organizations,
“All County” music groups were organized, so that the best students from
the various schools might join their talents in forming a fine chorus,
orchestra and band.
In 1923 the first County Orchestra, made up of twenty-five play-
ers, selected from the schools then in the music work, was organized.
Rehearsals were held each week in Medina. This orchestra grew to sym-
phonic size. In 1928 the orchestra, then called the “Lodi-LeRoy Little
Symphony,” (so called because of the fact that the rehearsals were then
held in Lodi and the group was largely financed by the two communities)
was invited to play for the Music Educators National Conference, held in
Chicago. In 1936 the County group joined with the Medina village sym-
phony orchestra and this association has existed since that time.
In 1923 the County school organization absorbed the Y. M. C. A.
band into its care and since then has carried on many years of successful
work with this organization. Rehearsals usually start in the Spring and
continue during the Summer, with weekly concerts in several of the
larger communities of the County. In 1931 a County School Chorus was
organized, thus giving opportunity to the talented vocalist to take part
in a well balanced chorus, capable of doing a more difficult type of music
than might be possible in their local school. This organization was also
invited to sing for the Music Educators National Conference meeting held
in New York in March, 1936.
The administrators and teachers have always endeavored to find
a solution for every problem that might present itself. The problem of
what to do with the talent which had been so carefully trained during high
school life, in after school years was great. The combining of the County
School Orchestra with the Medina Symphony was the first step in giving
the graduated student opportunity to continue his after school musical
experiences. In 1935 an adult chorus, known as the “Medina County
Messiah Chorus” was organized. Every community is represented each
year by one or more singers who are members of this chorus. The tenth
annual presentation of Handel’s Messiah was given on December 16th, 1945
by a chorus of 95 singers accompanied by a string orchestra of six
members, piano and organ. Only the soloists are imported, all other
musicians are from the county.
Thus a plan worked out by a few dreamers in the Summer of 1921
has become a reality, in bringing the best in music to the youth of Medina
County and also affording opportunity to all citizens in the County to
take part in musical organizations, or if not able to take an active part by
singing or playing, to be an interested listener to the music made by
others.
The course of study, which in early years consisted of teaching
a few rudiments and orchestra, band and chorus work, has been enlarged
to include the teaching of theory, harmony and music literature courses.
In 1945 the State Department of Education approved a course of study
outlined for Medina County, offering a music major to any student who
might qualify.
Members of the County Board of Education in 1921 were F. S.
Turner, Elmer Lee, C. Z. Ganyard, C. M. Crum and R. E. Lance.
F. W. RUDOLPH BEHRENS S. T. BURNS
DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
1933 -
DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
1921 - 1933
Music Instructors * - - 1945*46
First row, left to right: Elfreda French, Evelyn Schmidt, Eliza Plum, Mildred Hobart,
Agnes Houseman. Second row: Philip Swartz, Sarah Miner, Delmar Graff,
Donald Parfitt.
PROGRAM
Festival Band (274)
The Caisson Song Gruber-Teague
Directed by Mr. Graff
Mantilla Overture Yoder
Directed by Mr. Parfitt
El Capitan Sousa
Directed by Mr. Swartz
County Chorus
Madam Jeanette Allen Murray
When Johnny Comes Marching Home Lambert-Wilhousky
Directed by Griffith Jones
Community Singing
Griffith Jones
Festival String Orchestra (75)
Moderato, from Water Husic Handel
Andante Con Moto, from String Quartet Schubert
Directed by Miss Miner
Minuet, from Bernice Handel
Directed by Mr. Behrens
Medina County Music—Recapitulation - - Dr. S. T. Burns
Festival Chorus (778)
O Come O Come Emmanual Gregorian Chant
My Bonnie Lass She Smileth Bottomley
O Jesu Grant Us Hope and Comfort
Old Glory Cain
Directed by Griffith Jones
Star Spangled Banner
SMusic Supervisors’ TJational Conference
Program by ‘
THE LODI -LEROY LITTLE
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
MEDINA COUNTY, OHIO
F. W. RUDOLF BEHRENS, Conductor
Music in Rural Schools Sectional Meetmg
North Ball Room, Stevens Hotel, Chicago
Tuesday, cApril Seventeenth
nineteen twenty -eight
nine o'clock a. m.
The Lodi
-Leroy Little Symphony Orchestra
Hungarian Dances, Nos. 7 a .„,
Les Adibvx
'“"“""'""L-A Sum No -
Rakocz* March
Hungarian
PERSONNEL
First Violin*
Roheria Mender. Lodi
trneinne Brogan, Lodi ^enevicvf Costard, Lodi
Mary Csewnok, Hmeklrv r\
Kuih Wertcnbergcr, Lrroy °“
0£
Earl McConnell, Lodi Harold Yergin, Lrroy
Beulah Berry, Lrroy
Louis Corham, Ch,pp,v.a CLARINET*
Cecilia Hansen, Litchfield Helen Yergin. LrroyFlorence Allis, Chatham Rex Arnold, Lrroy
9
Marian Sherman, Medina Virginia Rickel, Lodi
Howard Underwood, Lodi
Second Violins Lillian Finley, Lodi
Briua Carver, Lodi Bassoon
Crace Bell, l.odi .
Paulme Hendee. Lod, UaPP' Chatham
Melvin Miller, Leroy v
Helen Eb Smomiohi.
Dororhy Owen, Homer ffith Umsiead, Lodi
Ruih Whilacre, Lodi Blake Patierson, Lrroy
Wilma Sleek. Liverpool
Myrrle Hastings, Homrr French Horns
Raymond Jackson, Lrroy
Violas 1>e3n Briggs, Lodi
Mildred Snell, Lodi Trumpets
Be,n,ee UJ, II.,,, ^
„
* lv,n Rounds, Litchfield
Violoncellos Irene Simpson, Chippewa
Harriet Carver, Lodi
Mildred Finley. Lod,
Dorothy Minn* Lodi Trombones
fcvalyn Sleek. Liverpool DCeorge Bitsell, Lrroy M j Roonf >- t.eroy
Ruth Christman, Medina ° Hartsough, Leroy
Vivian Barnett, Granger Drums
g ASS
Jackson Cossard, Lod
i
Franklin Starbird Lodi
Max.ne Warner, Lodi
MEDINA COUNTY ORGANIZATION IN CHARGE OF
MUSIC INSTRUCTION
S. II. BABCOCK, County Superintendent of Schools.
F. W. E. BEHRENS, Asst. County Superintendent, Director of Music.
ELIZABETH HARMONY, Voice ami Piano
MILDRED HOBART, Voice and Piano
CHARLOTTE SALINGER, Voice nml Piano
FANNY STEARNS. Voice and Piano
DELMAR GRAFF, Instrumental Music
SIDNEY DAVIS. Instrumental Music
RUSSELL PETERSEN, Instrumental Munic
PERSONNEL OF CHORUS
Soprano Tenor
Marie Chamberlain, Yojk Richard Alexander, Sharon
Harriet Gates, Wadsworth Lewis Damon, Brunswick
Evelyn Jenkins, Litchfield Junior Gamble, Lodi
Carol Kulp, Chatham Kenneth Hendrickson, York
Margaret Lourunce, Granger Howard Hinman, York
Betty Janp Martin, Chuthmn Richard Kucinski, Lodi
Helen Neidhart, Spencer Ralph Orton, Sharon
Esther Mac Norton, Lodi Arthur Swartz, York
Dorothy Schuntaker, Seville
Margaret Steck, Liverpool Bass
Gwendolyn Thomas, Hinckley Lewis Bnsom, Homer
Irfona West, Hinckley Roger Brintnall, York
Harold Chidsey, Brunswick
David Gorham, LcRov
Alto Charles Gould. Lodi
Julia Bohlcy, York Gordon Mathews, Chatham
Fern Beery, LcRov Julius Miklo8. Brunswick
Margaret Brown, LcRov Robert Ripley, Chatham
Marian Drcibilbis, Granger Geotge Schnabel, Liverpool
Eileenc Grossenbnchcr, Granger Paul 8teek, Liverpool
Roberta Lance, Lodi Philip Stonebrook, Sharon
Kathrrvn Rau, Sharon Albert Szikula, Lodi
Jane Thomas, Hinckley
Vesta Vaughn, Brunswick
Pauline White, Seville
THE MEDINA COUNTY ORATORIO CHORUS
Program
1, Liston to the Lambs R. N. Dett
2. Were You There 1 . .H. T. Burleigh
From “The Holy City”
4. Blessed Jesii, Fount of Mercy
From “Stabat Mater”
Dvorak
Anil tin- Glory of the Lord
From the “Messiah”
Handel
ENSEMBLE PROGRAM
Boys’ Octet—The L< ng Day Closes
I.o.l i High School Mem
Itirliiu d Kucinski
Albert Szikula
Charles Gould
icrs York High School Mcmhc
Kenneth Hendrickson
Howard Hinman
Arthur Swartz
Roger Brintnall
Hinckley Members
Leona West
Jane Thomas
Gwendolyn Thomas
Granger Members
Annette Sumner
Eilerne Grossenba, her
Marian Droibilbia
String Ensemble—Si rennde Espngnolc Bizet
Spencer Members
Carl Hylen, violin
Helen Neidhart, cell*
Lcotn McCourt, pin.
Lodi Member
Esther Mile Norton,
Granger Members
Ruth Pritchard, violin
Auuettc Sumner, cello
o Lavonnc Allard, piano
Chatham Member
violin Carol Kulp*
Brunswick High School Brass Ensemble
Vesta Vaughn, trumpet; Lois Cndnuin, trumpet; Julius Miklos
Lewis Damon, trombone; Dorothy Cadnum, trombone; Keith C:
. . .Bach Chorale
baritone;
dnuni, tuba.
Ball Room, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York, Wednesday, April First, Nineteen Thirty- Six
Other Outstanding Events
Members of the First National High School Orchestra, organized in Detroit in
connection with the national meeting of Music Educators. Directed by Joseph Maddy
and Ossip Gabrillowitch. April 1926.
John Goldwood, Granger, Viola
Glenora Case, Litchfield, Violin
Dorothy Ziegler, Wadsworth Centralized, Violin
Genevieve Clapp, Chatham, Violin
County Groups taking part in the Cleveland meeting of the Music Educators
National Conference, 1932.
The County Chorus—Directed by Mr. Burns.
The County Orchestra—Directed by Mr. Rozehnal.
The County Band—Directed by Air. Zuengler.
The Elementary Chorus—Directed by Jean Hill, Fannie Huston,
Vera Ross.
Problems of the Orchestra and Band Director, a talk by Joseph Maddy
of Ani) Arbor, Mich., featuring the Wadsworth Centralized band, and
th_e Granger school orchestra, directed by Mr. Behrens.
The Opera Pinafore, by Gilbert-Sullivan, presented by the County Chorus,
April 22nd 1938.
Cleveland meeting of The Music Educators National conference, March 30th, 1946.
Eighty-seven students from Medina County were selected for the “All Ohio Chorus
String Orchestra and Band.”
Festival record:
Two first places in the State Orchestra Contest, 1926-1927, won by a Medina
County School
Thirty-seven Superior ratings in District, State and National Festivals.
Medina County Music Supervisors
1921 1946
1ST YEAR 1921-1922
S. T. BURNS
VAN DORA MC KEE
2ND YEAR 1922-1923
S. T. BURNS
RUTH CHRISTMAN
F. W. R. BEHRENS
RICHARD SE I BOLD
3RD YEAR 1923-1924
S. T. BURNS
RUTH CHRISTMAN
F. W. R. BEHRENS
FRANCES FREEBORN
SAYWARD 4ROW ELL
4TH YEAR 1924-1925
S. T. BURNS
RUTH CHRISTMAN
HOMER CLOUGH
SAYWARD ROWELL
FLORENCE WILCOX
MILDRED MARTIN
5TH YEAR 1925-1926
S. T. BURNS
RUTH CHRISTMAN
F. W. R. BEHRENS
SAYWARD ROWELL
HOMER CLOUGH
CHARLOTTE SKINNER
6TH YEAR 1926-1927
S. T. BURNS
RUTH CHRISTMAN
F. W. R. BEHRENS
HOMER CLOUGH
ELIZABETH BRICKMAN
H. C. ZUENGLER
MARIAN SHERMAN
7TH YEAR 1927-1928
S. T. BURNS
F. W. R. BEHRENS
RUTH CHRISTMAN
HOMER CLOUGH
ELIZABETH BRICKMAN
H. C. ZUENGLER
MARIAN SHERMAN
8TH YEAR 1928-1929
S. T. BURNS
F W. R. BEHRENS
HOMER CLOUGH
H C. ZUENGLER
MARIAN SHERMAN
JEANETTE HILL
LOIN E KILLWORTH
9TH YEAR 1929-1930
S. T. BURNS
H c. ZUENGLER
JEANNETTE HILL
MILDRED HOBART
FANNIE HUSTON
MINOMA BENSON
VERA ROSS
BUSHLAV ROZEHNAL
10TH YEAR 1930-1931
S. T. BURNS
H. C. ZUENGLER
JEANETTE HILL
FANNIE HUSTON
MINOMA BENSON
VERA ROSS
BUSHLAV ROZEHNAL
Medina County Music Supervisors (Cont.)
11TH YEAR 1931-1932
S. T. BURNS
F W R BEHRENS
JEANETTE HILL
FANNIE HUSTON
MINOMA BENSON
VERA ROSS
BUSHLAV ROZEHNAL
1 2TH YEAR 1932-1933
S. T. BURNS
F. W R BEHRENS
JEANETTE HILL
MINOMA BENSON
VERA ROSS
LESLIE ISTED
1 3TH YEAR 1933-1934
F. W R BEHRENS
ELIZABETH HARMONY
JEANETTE HILL
MINOMA BENSON
LESLIE ISTED
LUCILE HULSHIZER
1 4TH YEAR 1934-1935
F. W. R BEHRENS
ELIZABETH HARMONY
JEANETTE HILL ISTED
LESLIE ISTED
MILDRED HOBART
CHARLOTTE SALINGER
D C. GRAFF
1 5TH YEAR 1935-1936
F. W. R. BEHRENS
ELIZABETH HARMONY
MILDRED HOBART
FANNIE STERNS
DELMAR GRAFF
CHARLOTTE SALINGER
SIDNEY DAVIS
RUSSELL PETERSON
1 6TH YEAR 1936-1937
F. W. R BEHRENS
ELIZABETH HARMONY
MILDRED HOBART
DELMAR GRAFF
SIDNEY DAVIS
EVELYN STECK
JANE BURMLISTER
ORLEY GINGERY
1 7TH YEAR 1937-1938
F
. W. R. BEHRENS
ELIZABETH HARMONY
MILDRED HOBART
DELMAR GRAFF
SIDNEY DAVIS
EVELYN STECK
JANE BURMEISTER
ORLEY GINGERY
1 8TH YEAR 1938-1939
F. W. R. BEHRENS
EMZABETH HARMONY
M LDRED HOBART
D I LMAR GRAFF
SIDNEY DAVIS
EVELYN STECK SCHMIDT
JANE BURNEISTER
ORLEY GINGERY
DOROTHEA HURD
1 9TH YEAR ,939-1940
F. W R BEHRENS
MILDRED HOBART
ELIZABETH HARMONY
DELMAR GRAFF
SIDNEY DAVIS
EVELYN SCHMIDT
JANE BURMEISTER
ORLEY GINGERY
20TH YEAR 1940-1941
F. W. R. BEHRENS
MILDRED HOBART
DELMAR GRAFF
SIDNEY DAVIS
EVELYN SCHMIDT
JANE BURMEISTER
ORLEY GINGERY
ELIZA PLUM
21ST YEAR 1941-1942
F. W R BEHRENS
MILDRED HOBART
DELMAR GRAFF
SIDNEY DAVIS
JANE BURMEISTER
ORLEY GINGERY
ELIZA PLUM
JUNE HUGHES
22ND Y EAR1 942-1 943
F. W R. BEHRENS
MILDRED HOBART
DELMAR GRAFF
JANE BURMEISTER
ORLEY GINGERY
ELIZA PLUM
MARY LOUISE STROCK
ENID HARPER
23RD YEAR 1943-1944
F. W. R. BEHRENS
MILDRED HOBART
EVELYN SCHMIDT
JANE BURMEISTER
ELIZA PLUM #
MARY LOUISE STROCK
GENEVIEVE BEHRENS
PHILIP SWARTZ
24TH YEAR 1944-1945
F. W. R. BEHRENS
MILDRED HOBART
EVELYN SCHMIDT
ELIZA PLUM
MARY LOUISE STROCK
PHILIP SWARTZ
ELFREDA FRENCH
J RICHARD FARMER
JOHN SHERWOOD
DONALD PARFITT
25TH YEAR 1945-1946
F. W. R. BEHRENS
MILDRED HOBART
DELMAR GRAFF
EVELYN SCHMIDT
ELIZA PLUM
PHILIP SWARTZ
ELFREDA FRENCH
DONALD PARFITT
SARAH MINER
AGNES HOUSEMAN
(TW^
Acknowledgements
Our thanks to the Seville Board of Education, Mr. Youngen,
student body for courtesies extended in the use of the building.
Mr. Rosell and the
The Bennett Lumber Co. of Medina for the loan of lumber to build the chorus
stand. The Armstrong and Kindig Funeral Homes for use of chairs.
The Medina County school heads who contributed generously in their fine support
of the music program:
Brunswick—W. R. Cox
Chatham—H. J. Kohli
Granger—C. R. Towslee
Hinckley—A. J. Kahl
Homer—M. A. Lenz
LeRoy—James McBride
Litchfield—C. R. Knowles
Liverpool—H. W. Rodock
Lodi—W. S. Wood
Seville—E. H. Youngen
Sharon—I. J. Miller
Spencer—R. A. Shearer
Wadsworth—V. V. Isha,m
York—L. E. Naragon
Bath—Roy M. Pugh
Richfield—Glen U. Powell
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TWELFTH ANNUAL PRESENTATION
©V Hiatal}
Oratorio
G. F. HANDEL
By
THE MESSIAH CHORUS
OF MEDINA COUNTY
F. W. Rudolph Behrens, Director
Medina High School Auditorium
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1947
2:30 P. M.
SOLOISTS
Mary Marting Pendell, Soprano
Jean Churchill, Contralto
Joseph Koutsky, Tenor
Daniel Harris, Bass
ORCHESTRA
Pianist
Evelyn Schmidt
Violin
Florence Sipher
Nathan Galin
Martin Baldwin
Virginia Waltz
Viola
Genevieve Behrens
Organist
Dorothea Hurd
Cello
Harry Lincoln
Oboe
Leona Osborn
Clarinet
Frank Hejcl
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Frank Hobart, chairman
Robert Searles
Delmar Graff
Martin Baldwin
THE MESSIAH
PART THE FIRST
OVERTURE
RECIT. (Accompanied) (Tenor)
Comfort ye, comfort ye my people, saith
your God; speak ye comfortably to Jerusa-
lem; and cry unto her, that her warfare is
accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned.
The voice of Him that crieth in the wilder-
ness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make
straight in the desert a highway for our God.
AIR (Tenor)
-Every valley shall be exalted, and every
mountain and hill made low; the crooked
straight, and the rough places plain.
CHORUS
And the glory of the Lord shall be revealed,
and all flesh shall see it together; for the
mouth of the Lord hath spoken it.
RECIT. (Accompanied) (Bass)
Thus saith the Lord of Hosts:—Yet once a
little while and I will shake the heavens, and
the earth, the sea, and the dry land; and I
will shake all nations, and the desire of all
nations shall come.
The Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly
come to his temple, even the messenger of
the covenant, who ye delight in; Behold,
He shall come, saith the Lord of Hosts.
AIR (Bass)
But who may abide the day of His coming,
and who shall stand when He appeareth?
For He is like a refiner’s fire.
RECIT. (Alto)
Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a
Son, and shall call His name Emmanuel,
God with us.
AIR (Alto) and CHORUS
O thou that tellest good tidings to Zion, get
thee up into the high mountain; O thou that
tellest good tidings to Jerusalem, lift up thy
voice with strength; lift it up; be not afraid;
say unto the cities of Judah, Behold your
God!
Arise, shine, for thy light is come, and
the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee.
RECIT. (Accompanied) (Bass)
For, behold, darkness shall cover the earth,
and gross darkness the people; but the
Lord shall arise upon thee, and His glory
shall be seen upon thee, and the Gentiles
shall come to thy light, and kings to the
brightness of thy rising.
AIR (Bass)
The people that walked in darkness have
seen a great light: and they that dwell in
the land of the shadow of death, upon them
hath the light shined.
CHORUS
For unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son
is given, and the government shall be upon
His shoulder; and His name shall be called
Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God, the
Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace.
PASTORAL SYMPHONY
RECIT. (Soprano)
There were shepherds abiding in the field
keeping watch over their flocks by night.
RECIT. (Accompanied) (Soprano)
And lo! the angel of the Lord came upon
them, and the glory of the Lord shone round
about them, and they were sore afraid.
RECIT. (Soprano)
And the angel said unto them, Fear not;
for behold I bring you good tidings of grea:
joy, which shall be to all people.
For unto you is born this day in the city
of David a Saviour, which is Christ the
Lord.
RECIT. (Accompanied) (Soprano)
And suddenly there was with the angel a
multitude of the heavenly host praising God,
and saying.
CHORUS
Glory to God in the highest, and peace on
earth, good will towards men.
RECIT. (Soprano)
Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion; Shout
O daughter of Jerusalem: behold, thy king
cometh unto thee.
He is the righteous Saviour, and He shall
speak peace unto the heathen.
RECIT. (Alto)
Then shall the eyes of the blind be opened,
and the ears of the deaf unstopped; then
shall the lame man leap as an hart, and the
tongue of the dumb shall sing.
AIR (Alto)
He shall feed His flock like a shepherd: and
He shall gather the lambs with His arm, and
carry them in His bosom, and gently lead
these that are with young.
AIR (Soprano)
Come unto Him, all ye that labour and are
heavy laden, and He shall give you rest.
Take His yoke upon you, and learn of
Him; for He is meek and lowly of heart:
and ye shall find rest unto your souls.
(Intermission)
PART THE SECOND
CHORUS
Behold the Lamb of God, that taketh away
the sin of the world.
AIR (Alto)
He was despised and rejected of men: a
man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief.
CHORUS
Surely He hath borne our griefs, and car-
ried our sorrows; He was wounded for our
transgressions; He was bruised for our in-
iquities; the chastisement of our peace was
upon Him.
CHORUS
All we like sheep have gone astray; we have
turned everyone to his own way; and the
Lord hath laid on Him the iniquity of us all.
RECIT. (Accompanied) (Tenor)
Thy rebuke hath broken His heart; He is
full of heaviness. He looked for some to
have pity on Him, but there was no man;
neither found He any to comfort Him.
AIR (Tenor)
Behold, and see if there be any sorrow like
unto His sorrow.
RECIT. (Accompanied) (Tenor)
He was cut off out of the land of the liv-
ing: for the transgression of Thy people
was He stricken.
AIR (Tenor)
But Thou didst not leave His soul in hell;
nor didst Thou suffer Thy Holy One to see
corruption.
CHORUS
Lift up your heads, O ye gates; and be ye
lift up, ye everlasting doors; and the King
of glory shall come in.
Who is the King of glory? The Lord
strong and mighty, the Lord mighty in bat-
tle.
Lift up your heads, O ye gates; and be
ye lift up, ye everlasting doors; and the
King of glory shall come in.
Who is the King of glory? The Lord of
Hosts, He is the King of Glory.
CHORUS
Their sound is gone out into all lands, and
their words unto the ends of the world.
AIR (Bass)
Why do the nations so furiously rage to-
gether? [and! why do the people imagine a
vain thing?
The kings of the earth rise up, and the
rulers take counsel together against the
Lord, and against His Anointed.
RECIT. (Tenor)
He that dwelleth in heaven shall laugh
them to scorn; the Lord shall have them in
derision.
AIR (Tenor)
Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron;
Thou shall dash them in pieces like a pot-
ter’s vessel.
CHORUS
Hallelujah for the Lord God omnipotent
reigneth.
The kingdom of this world is become the
kingdom of our Lord, and of His Christ;
and He shall reign for ever and ever.
King of Kings, and Lord of Lords. Hal-
lelujah.
PART THE THIRD
AIR (Soprano)
I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that
He shall stand at the latter day upon the
earth:
And though worms destroy this body, yet
in my flesh shall I see God.
For now is Christ risen from the dead,
the first-fruits of them that sleep.
CHORUS
Worthy is the Lamb that was slain, and
hath redeemed us to God by His blood, to
receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and
strength, and honor, and glory, and bless-,
ing.
Blessing and honour, glory and power, be
unto Him that sitteth upon the throne, and
unto the Lamb, for ever and ever.
Amen.
THE MESSIAH CHORUS
1947 Season
Soprano
Akins, Darlene, LeRoy
Bauer, Betty Jo, Medina
Beckwith, Alzina, Medina
Buckley, Wilma, Bath
Buckley, Shirley M., Bath
•Benedict, Beaty, Medina
Bohley, Rae W., Medina
Carmichael, Betty, Bath
•Damon, C. H., Brunswick
Davis, Ruth E., York
Flanagan, Vera, Lodi
Green, Janice, Medina
Grimm, Wilma, Lodi
•Hobart, Mildred, Chippewa Lake
Hollopeter, Wilma, Sharon
Hopkins, Alicia G., Medina
Howey, Mary E„ Medina
•Houseman, Agnes, Medina
Jamison, Marciel, Medina
Kemrite, Mrs. C. W., Valley City
Kime, Joan, Spencer
Kreider, Ruth, Wadsworth
Kreider, Marilyn, Wadsworth
Leatherman, Jean, Lodi
Lucas, Lois Jean, Medina
Lutsch, Dorothy, Seville
Matthews, Lila, Chatham
McClain, Phyllis Jean, LeRoy
McFadden, Donna, LeRoy
•Minto, Ruth, Medina
Mohler, Mrs. Aubrey, Litchfield
Nichols, Margaret, Medina
Parker, Betty, York
Pugh, Ruth, Bath
Rapp, Dorothy, Medina
Rau, Mrs. Frank, Medina
Reutter, Alice, Medina
Root, Elizabeth, Medina
•Ross, Mrs. H. A., Medina
Simpson, Esther, Seville
Stone, Margaret, York
Strock, Mary Lou, Medina
Swartz, Mrs. Arthur, Medina
Westhafer, Mrs. B. R., Medina
Widdifield, Mary, Brunswick
Ziegler, Mrs. Leslie, York
Bass
Blackburn, Robert, Lodi
Bohley, Paul. York
Boltz, Carl, Medina
Brinker, Carroll, Homer
Brintnall, Roger, York
Brintnall, Don, York
Chandler, Ted W., Medina
Cramer, David, Medina
•Damon, C. H., Brunswick
•Damon, Lewis, Brunswick
French, William, Granger
•Graff, Delmar C., Medina
Hobart, David M., Chippewa Lake
•Jones, John L., Medina
Zuchum. Daniel. Homer
Kemp, Calvin, York
•Kohli, H. J., Chatham
Krantz, Alan, Lodi
Lance, Boyd, Lodi
•Lutsch, John, Seville
McCoy, C. A., Seville
Messner, Lyle W., Spencer
Mortimer, Jerry, Bath
•Neptune, Earl, Medina
Nettleton, Dean, Medina
Newcomer, Floyd, Seville
Nichols, Stanbery. Medina
Noah, Albert. Lodi
O’Brien, .T. George, York
O’Donnell, Vance, Medina
Parfitt, Donald, Valley City
Santee, Donald, Sharon
bchamadan. Bill, Bath
Bcnmidt, Edward, Litchfield
•Searles, Robert, Medina
Stinchcomb, H. E., Medina
Tanner, Ralph, Lodi
Taylor, Ralph, Spencer
W altz, Ralph, Spencer
Wilson, Paul, Medina
Alto
•Barabas, Marie, Brunswick
Bauer, Peggy, Valley City
Bohley, Mary Ann, 1'ork
Buehler, Alma L., LeRoy
Chandler, Mrs. Ted, Medina
Clark, Joyce, Spencer
Cook, Winifred, Seville
Crile, Mrs. F. S., Bath
Crum, Suzanne, Lodi
Czuprun, Irene, Litchfield
Damon, Ortrude V., Brunswick
Darling, Dorothy, Granger
Falconer, Helen, Litchfield
Fleming, Helen L., Medina
•Gage, Genie, Medina
Gayer, Elinor, York
Hammond, Frances, Granger
Hill, Florence, Valley City
Hinman, Cora, York
Hinman, Ann, York
Hoffman, Joyce, Granger
House, Eloise, Lodi
Houseman, Betty, Medina
Johnson, Elfreda, Granger
King, Kathryn, Medina
King, Peggy Jo, Medina
Lansberry, Ruth, Sharon
Lavryk, Mary, York
Long, Dale, Medina
•Lowry, Ruth, Wadsworth
McGrew, Mrs. C. N.. Medina
Minto, Ruth May, Medina
Nettleton. Dorothy, Medina
Nichols, Maxine, Medina
O’Donnell, Louise, Medina
Plank, Mrs. C. V., Bath
Plum, Eliza, Medina
Ringstmeier, Lucille, Valley City
Thatcher, Florence, Medina
t Vandervort, Luella, Medina
•Waite, Ila, Brunswick
•Waltz, Doris E., Medina
Webb, Anne H., Lodi
•White, Louise C., Medina
Williams. Judith, Chatham
Wilson, Shirley, Hinckley
Tenor
Beck, Robert, Seville
Clouse, Ellis, Homer
Deiter, Robert, Valley City
•Devell, .Tack, Medina
Fisher, R. B., Medina
•Hinman, Howard, York
•Hobart. Frank O., Medina
Hurst, Lawrence, Wadsworth
Johnson. Harrv J., Granger
T.inton. Russell S.. Med'na
•Matthews, C. Gordon, Chatham
McGrew, C. N„ Medina
Mohler, Aubrey, Litchfield
Moore. Warren Medina
Nettleton. E. W.. Medina
Rohrer, Maynard, Wadsworth
Stalter, Milo D., Wadsworth
•Swartz. Arthur, Medina
•Ziegler, Leslie, York
Members of original chorus.
PATRONS LIST
Maynard Rohrer, Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Simon. Mr. and Mrs. John Sailer, Mrs. G. M. Wait,
Anonymous, Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Wainwright, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rickard, Mr. and Mrs.
L. E. Fisher, Mrs. Edith E. Brintnall, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Clapp, Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Hatch, Dr. and Mrs. W. A. Nichols, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hach. Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Seibert,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Steck, Dr. and Mrs. Stanbery Nichols, Mr. and Mrs. Neal Kellogg,
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Betts, Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Mansell, Mr. and Mrs. Carter Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Gibbs. Mrs. Blake McDowell, Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Hniderson, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Snvder, Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Crum, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Foote, Mr. and Mrs.
B. A. Davenport, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Snedden, Mr. and Mrs. George Laurenz, Mr. and Mrs.
E. B. Snitzer. Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Moore, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Root. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Lance, Dr. and Mrs. John L. Jones, Mrs. Ardis Babcock, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hiestnnd.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Brainard, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Strong, Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Goulding.
Mrs. Cora Blakeslee, Dr. and Mrs. Morris Wilderom, Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Hallock. Mr. and
Mrs. E. G. Fahlman, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Long. Mr and Mrs. S. B. Rickard. Miss Eliza-
beth Whipple, Mr. and Mrs. Paul M. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Abell, Mr. and Mrs. George B. Walter, Mr. and Mrs. William G. Batchelder Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Holdridge, Mr. and Mrs. A. E Indoe. Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Neuen-
schwander, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Nettleton. Anonvmous, Frank Hobart, Drs. J. M. and Clarice
Whitacre, Katie Gayer King, Mr. and Mrs. George Dieter, Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Leggett,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Colburn., Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCullough. Mrs. Cora Schlabach,
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Barabas, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hinman, Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Bohley.



THE SEVEN
LAST WORDS OF CHRIST
By
Theodore Dubois
Presented by
The Medina County Oratorio Chorus
F. W. Rudolf Behrens
Director
Evelyn Schmidt
Pianist
Soloists
Soprano Tenor
Lillian Englert Howard Hinman
Mildred Hobart Robert Deiter
Baritone
Robert Searles
The Medina Methodist Church
Tuesday Evening March Twenty-third
1948
Eight O’clock
OPENING SENTENCE - Lamb of God - Chorale (1540)
INVOCATION - Rev. Ormund Schulz - Medina
Congregational Church
OFFERTORY - Angelus - Massenet
THE SEVEN
LAST WORDS OF CHRIST
INTRODUCTION - All Ye Who Travel.
Soprano Solo
FIRST WORD - Father forgive them, for they
know not what they do.
Baritone and Tenor Soli, with Chorus,
SECOND WORD - Verily, thou shalt be in
Paradise today with me.
Duet, Tenor and Baritone, with Chorus.
THIRD WORD - See, 0 Woman, here behold thy
son beloved.
Soprano, Tenor Baritone Soli, with Chorus.
FOURTH WORD - God my Father why hast Thou
forsaken me.
Baritone Solo.
FIFTH WORD - I am athirst.
Tenor and Baritone Soli, with Chorus.
SIXTH ’WORD - Father, into Thy Hands I commend
my soul.
Tenor Solo, with Chorus.
SEVENTH WORD - It is finished.
Soprano, Tenor and Baritone Soli, with Chorus
PRAYER - Christ, we do all adore Thee - Chorus.
BENEDICTION - Rev. Henry Young, St. Matthew’s
Evangelical Lutheran Church.
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Exhibit 18
Medina County
Music Award Application
Name Award
(school
)
Activity
llcted
credit
( Points
)
1st
lr.
2nd
XT.
3rd
'ir.
4th
ir.
_
Total
high School Orchestra 50
High School band 50
H. S. Mixed Chorus 50
H. S. boys Glee Club 50
ii. S. Girls Glee Club 50
Counts Chorus 35
Countv orchestra 35
County S nd 35
bonus (instrumental)
Instrumental Ensemble 35
Vocal Ensemble 35
Churcn Orchestra 25
Church Choir 25
Communi ty band 25
iSnio Performance 25
‘theory 50
Music literature 50
^Concert Atten ance 10
...
Accompanist 25
<*3oj-o Performance - Maximum Joints per Award - 5u points
-'Concert Attendance - Maximum credit - 50 points per year
.(<
m
h
0
1r
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County
Superintendent
Director
of
Music

Exhibit 20
RECORD OF MUSIC CREDITS
Medina County Schools
Name of Pupil School
(Instructions for filling in this form on reverse side.)
Activities Chorus Glee Club
Local School
Orchestra
Local School
Band
Instrumental Les sons Miscellaneous
Total Units
of Credit
Year Grade
Units
of
Credit
Grade
Units
of
Credit
Grade
Units
of
Credit
Grade
Units
of
Credit
Grade
Units
of
Credit
Grade
Units
of
Credit
Grade
Units
of
Credit
Grade
Units
of
Credit
Grade
Units
of
Credit Grade Actual Credit
Tentative Credit
Instructors L
Instructors
-
Instructors
Instructors
Instructors
Instructors
Instructions to Music Supervisors
1. In the first column marked “Year,” till in the dates of the school year for which credit is being
entered as, 1926-27, 1927-28, etc.
2. In the second column marked “Grade,” fill in the grade in school in which the pupil is enrolled.
3. Under the word “Instructors,” write your name and place a check mark in the column for the
activity for which you are entering the credits and grades. Thus, if you have a pupil in orchestra,
violin class and glee club, you will write your name under the word “Instructors” and place check
marks in the orchestra, violin and glee club columns.
4 . In the columns with the general caption “Instrumental Lessons,” fill in as needed, the names of
the instruments studied. That one pupil would be receiving credit for more than three instruments
is unlikely. Should such a contingency arise, the additional instruments studied may be entered in
the blank column under “Miscellaneous.”
5 In the columns labeled “Miscellaneous” fill in the names of any activities not otherwise provided
for.
6. Beside the grade showing credit for instrumental study enter a small Roman numeral to indicate
what year of work has been accomplished: “I” for first year work; “II” for second year work,
etc.
7. Before filling in this form, read the “explanation of terms and signs” given below.
Explanation of Terms and Signs
A (W) in any space indicates that the pupil began the work but withdrew from the class before
the end of the year.
A zero in any space indicates that the pupil took the work but failed either to pass it or to ac-
complish sufficient to receive credit.
Tentative credit indicated ( ), is given for lessons on instruments. It does not become actual
credit until the student has completed the prescribed two years’ work on one instrument and in addition
has played it in orchestra or band for two years. Any exceptions to this rule should be noted by the
instructor.
A Roman numeral entered beside a credit for instrumental study indicates the standard of work
credited. Thus "I” indicates first year work; “II” second year work, etc.
Instructions to Superintendents and Principals
This form is to be kept in the local schools in the cover provided for it. Credits should not be
entered onto the pupil’s permanent record until the senior year or until the pupil transfers to another
school outside of Medina County. Entry onto the permanent record and transcript should not be made
from this form, but from the official credit card sent out from the County Office during the second
semester of the pupil’s senior year. The purpose of this form is to supply a uniform record in the
local schools to which superintendents and students may refer at any time for information regarding
credits in music.
Im
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RECORD OF MUSIC CREDITS
Medina County Schools
Nar
School Year
and Grade
Chorus and
Appreciation
Glee Club
Instrumental
Music
ORCHESTRA
BAND
LESSONS ON:
Miscellaneous
Actual Credit
Tentative
Credit
School
-
TOTAL ACTUAL
AND TENTATIVE
CREDIT
n; G) n; o n? cn 0? Q
:
.
•
I
0? Q
SUMMARY
Units Average
Grade
Actual Credit
Accepted Tentative Credit
Total Credit for entry on Transcript
> ,
'
EXPLANATION OF TERMS AND SIGNS
A (W) in any space indicates that the punil began the work but
withdrew from the class before the end of the year.
A zero In any space indicates that the pupil took the work but
failed either to pass it or to accomplish sufficient to receive credit<H
Tentative credit indicated ( ), is given for lessons on instruments.
It becomes actual credit when the student has completed the pre-
scribed two years’ work on one instrument and in addition has played
it in band or orchestra for two years. Any exceptions to this rule
are to be noted on the reverse side by the instructor.

Exhibit 22
THE AMERICAN SINGER * BOOK IV
Rote Note
SEPTEMBER
The A'.norican Way - S Autumn - 20
Sing and Dance - 9 Sunset - 21
Lullaby - 10 The Monn - 22
White Butterflies - 11 Fourteen Ninety-two - 24
A Frog went a-courting - 12 The Goat Kid - 26
King Rooster - 23 Market Day - 27
The Tower on Guard - 18
Rosina - 17
Slumber Song - 15
Shako That Little Foot - 14
Mr, Bullfrog - 36
Hallow’ oen - 38
Can You Play? - 41
Music Magic - 43
A Woodwind Duet - 45
A Nick and a Mack - 46
Spinning Song - 49
Row your Boat - 50
Early Frost - 57
My Shadow and 1-50
Sea Shell - 55
Chorus - 58
Old Brass Wagon - 66
Caller’s Song - 67
Oh Susanna - 68
Pop J Goes the Weasel - 70
Telling Time - 72
Giving Thanks - 78
Festival of Lights - 80
The Angel’s Message - 81
Silent Night - 82
Little Pine Tree - 84
The Holy Child - 85
Youle Nisse - 86
Christmas Carols
OCTOBER
The Green Bus - 28
Daydroamrning - 29
Tidy-0 - 30
The Bridge of Arignon - 31
The New Hat - 32
Mandandiran - 34
My Pnny - 37
Prayer for Peace - 39
Autumn Comes - 44
NOVEMBER
Happy Birthday - 46
Father Noah - 48
Are You Sleeping - 52
A Prayer - 53
The Skip - 54
Little Night Wind - 56
Dream Rythmes - 58
The Traveler - 60
The Contrary Owl - 61
Bubble Pipe Dream - 62
Sctland’s Burning - 73
Swedish Lullaby - 74
Sad Mother Nature - 75
DECEMBER
V/inter Winds - 79
By the Light of the Moon -
Winter Sport - 90
Trees in Winter - 91
The Lonely Shephard - 92
No;: Year - 87
The Winter Visitor - 93
Polar Bear - 97
Haul on the Bowlin’ - 106
Tue Penguin - 106
The Snow bird - 110
Amalfi Bay - 112
Moon Balloon - 114
JANUARY
Drummer Boy - 94
Bird Dreames - 95
Days Farewell 98
Auld Lang Syne - 100
Rolling King - 102
Blow the Man Down - 103
Blow, Yo Winds - 10
5
/ill Through the Night .- 108
Flag Song - 116
St* Valentine’s Day - 122
Paul Revere’ s Ride - 124
Washington and Lincoln - 128
My Flag - 129
Garden’s Music - 131
The Merry-go-round - 132
FEBRILJRY
Night Time - 112
Reflections - 111
One, 'Two, Three - 115
Hopak Dancing - 117
Ground Hog Day - 118
Snow Feathers - 119
The Birch Tree - 120
The Parade - 121
Wise Ben Franklin- 126
••
'
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Exhibit 22 (Cont.)
Rote Note
Put Your Little Foot - 141
The Old Gray Mare - 142
Little Ole - 148
My Kite - 152
Spring Awakes - 157
Sunrise - 159
01:. Fisherman - 160
GKuese Girls - 161
Th'. Sondman - 162
Welcome to Spring
E:i Switzerland - 165
Riling Song
The Elumming Bird - 180
Bird and Flower - 181
What Can the Matter Be? - 182
Nobody Knows - 183
The Rainbow - 185
Swinj ng - 190
Old Women and the Peddler - 190
Memorial Day - 196
Night Time - 112
The Weather Vane
Hunter and Rabbit - 136
To Market - 137
The Little Shephard - 138
Two Friends - 140
Lone Star Trail - 143
Goodby, Old Paint - 145
The Bears Lullaby - 146
Northern Swans - 150
Moonlight - 151
APRIL
Questions and Answers - 153
The Alphabet - 154
Frog and Owl - 145
The Streamliner - 156
The Thief - 158
A Gy psy Song - I63
April - 166
The Band - 169
Dandelions - 170
Our Garden - 171
The Organ Grinder - 172
Slovok Dance - 173
MAY
Saturday - 174
Spring - 174
May Bells - 175
Roller Skating - 176
The Mist - 177
Street Calls - 178
How creatures Move - 186
Morning is Marken - 187
Dutch Dance - 188
Susie, Little Susie - 189
May Day Carol - 192
p > -
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COURSE OF STUDY
IN MUSIC
FOR
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
MEDINA COUNTY
OHIO
I
H. A. WHITE
County Superintendent
F. W* R.
Director
Behrens
of Music
V
'
COURSE OF STUDY IN MUSIC
For
Senior High School
General Aims
The general aim of all music courses offered may he expressed
in the well known slogan: "Music for Every Child; Every Child for Music."
Elaborated, the aim of the music course of the Medina County Schools is to
give to every child in the County such a contact with music that it will
he, both during his school days and after school, a constant source of
happiness and satisfaction end that as a result of his finding in music
a source of happiness, he will turn to it constantly as one of the funda-
mental essentials of life.
SPECIFIC AIMS IN HIGH SCHOOL
In the high school the chief emphasis should he upon music as
a source of inspiration and as a means of emotional expression. Building
upon the vocal, instrumental and theoretical foundation laid in the ele-
mentary school, the child is brought into contact in his high school
courses with much of the world’s musical heritage. Unison, two, three
and four part singing of a large number of songs, depicting all types of
moods and selected from folk and art wealth of all nations constitutes
the work of the vocal course in the high school. Technical and theoret-
ical drill is given only incidentally, the stress being laid upon artist-
tic rendition and the aim being to arouse a love for and appreciation of
beauty in music.
In the instrumental groups, the aim is to enable the pupil to
create beauty with his instrument. Class lessons on instruments of the
band and orchestra have been offered in the grade school and lessons
should be continued in the high school so that he might develop his
technic further. In the orchestras and bands the student comes into inti-
mate contact with such of the world's instrumental music as lies within
his technical ability. From this contact he obtains first hand knowledge
of a large amount of the world's musical literature, from which a still
greater appreciation and love of the beautiful in music is developed.
Since a large percentage of our students will not continue the
study of music seriously, after high school, our musical activities should
be so organized that the student will have a good foundation of musical
experiences which will make him an appreciative listener in his after
school life. Music education is not merely teaching skills in a prac-
tical way but it is the relating of music to every day life and promotion
of its enjoyment and use. With this in mind the course of study would
be of more value if it brings music to everyone in the school who is in-
terested, rather than by concentrating on a small group of star performers.
Results may not be as glamorous but real value will be offered to a larger
group, helping them to get more enjoyment out of life in later years.

The more talented pupil should not "be noglected, Small en-
sembles, both vocal and instrumental should be organized whore a more
difficult type of composition may be studied, and a more artistic per-
formance executed*
Where a special chorus is scheduled, a selected group from the
general chorus should meet at least once each week. The material used
in this group should be of a more difficult grade and membership should
be limited to pupils who manifest ability to sing in tune and can read
music with a fair degree of accuracy.
CREDIT FOR MUSIC
According to the ’’Ohio High School Standards”, certain require-
ments are set forth in giving credit for students enrolled in the music
classes of the State. Ho less than a minimum of two periods of at
least forty-five minutes a week for one year shall be accepted as credit
for graduation. Credit for this would be one-fourth unit.
This means that a student, in order to receive credit must
register for a course which meets twice each week, or he must register
in two courses, each meeting one*.- a week. Example; being in girls' glee
club which meets once oach week would earn one-eighth credit only and
could not be counted as credit, hut by combining this credit with another
musical activity such as mixed chorus one-fourth credit may he granted*
All credits for music are tentative, one unexcused absence from
any course forfeits the credit. Absence from public performances will
also forfeit the credit. Any reasonable excuse will be honored, hut
each absence must be excused before credit can be granted.
Two units of credit is the maximum in such organizations as
chorus, glee club, orchestra and hand.
CREDIT FOR APPLIED IJUSIC
Any pupil enrolled in high school may register for applied music
credit as an elective subject. Students in orchestra and band instruments
must register and play in the school orchestra or band. Students register-
ing for vocal credit must sing in the school chorus and gloo club. Piano
students registering for credit are to be available for public perform-
ance and accompanying, as often as the supervisor or principal may need
them, in school and community programs and activities.
Al
.
To receive credit the pupil must possess a musical ear; good
rhythmic sense; ability to sing or play music of moderate difficulty* He
must have one lesson each week for the school year in which he is to
receive credit, and must practice from thirty to sixty minutes each day to
receive one-half credit in applied music. A practice card, provided by
the school, showing the number of minutos spent each day in practice must
be filled out by the pupil and signed by the parent. Space for recording
assignments and a weekly grade are also provided. Not more than two units
of credit will be offered for the four year course in applied music. The
student may not earn credit for applied music on two instruments in any
one year.
CLASS LESSONS IN BAND AND ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS
Separate classes in instrumental music for all grades are offered
in the schools of Medina County. The following suggested courses, there-
fore are to be considered as applying to both the grade and senior high
school students.
INSTRUMENTAL CLASSES
A two year course of class instruction is offered on all orches-
tra and band instruments. Piano instruction is offered in the third grade,
orchestra and band instrument instruction is offered in the fourth grade.
Junior and senior high school students may register for lessons but will
not receive credit until they have met the preliminary requirements listed
in this course of study.
Number and Length of Lessons
One or two lessons per week throughout the school year are
offered. The normal length of lessons is forty-five minutes for a class
of four to six. THIs is occasionally somewhat shortened or lengthened
according to the size of the class. Sixty minutes is recommended for a
class of more than eight members.
Instrumental training virtually begins in the first grade, with
instruction in ”rhythm band” work. This training offers to the student
not only rhythmic experiences with music, but also ensemble training which
will be of value in his later musical life when he begins the study of
an instrument. At least one year of piano is recommended before taking
up the study of an orchestra or band instrument.
Each year the vocal supervisor in cooperation with the grade
teacher is asked to select and recommend students from the third grade who
show interest and ability in music. These students are urged to study some
musical instrument. Low rating, however, does not prevent entrance to the
instrumental classes. Entrance to the second year classes is, of course,
contingent upon the students having completed the first year's work
satisfactorily.
Private lessons are recommended after two years of class lessons.
-3-
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MUSIC MAJOR
The course proposed for a major in music will follow the
recommendations of the Ohio State Department of Education, as outlined
in the ’’Ohio High School Standards”. The course should he varied so that
it may fit the needs of the pupil. Ability to read music, some knowledge
about theory, facts of notation, performance skills and ex®riences in
hearing fine music are all essentials to the musical growth and develop-
ment.
The following outline is suggested by the State Department of
Education.
Organization credit one to two units
Applied Music ——— — one to two 'units
Music Theory and Literature one to two units
It is suggested that the Theory course bo offered in the tenth
grade and the music literature course in the eleventh grade. A student
who elects this course should bear in mind, that, since he is earning a
full credit in music in the tenth and eleventh grades, not mare than three
other full unit courses should be included in his schedule for those years#
The following outline is suggested for music majors#
10th grade
Chorus — l/8 to l/4 unit
Glee Club l/Q to l/4 unit
Orchestra — l/8 to l/4 unit
Band — l/8 to l/4 unit
Music Theory — — l/2 unit
Applied Music l/2 unit
credit
credit
credit
credit
credit
credit
11th grade
Chorus —-— l/8 to l/4 unit credit
Glee Club —-— — l/8 to l/4 unit credit
Orchestra l/ 8 to l/4 unit credit
Band — l/8 to l/4 unit credit
Music Literature — l/2 unit credit
Applied Musi c —— 1/2 unit credit
'« .1
Detailed Course in Vocal and Instrumental Music
GENERAL CHORUS
ADMISSION ; Elective. Any student who wishes to sing should he admitted to
the general chorus. Ability to sing in tune a pre-requisite*
REHEARSALS : One period of forty-five minutes weekly.
CREDI T : One eighth unit when combined with some other fractional music
unit in accordance with State Department ruling*
MATERIAL: unison, three and four part songs. The unison songs are such as
are found in the various community song books of the "Old Favorite" type*
Four part material selected from octave publications.
SPECIAL CHORUS:
ADMISSION: Elective. Ability to sing in tune, and to read at sight with
a fair degree of accuracy, music of moderate difficulty.
REHEARSALS : One period of forty-five minutes weekly*
CREDIT : One eighth unit when combined with some other fractional music
credit, in accordance with State Department ruling,
MATERIAL: Octave music, accompanied and a capella, selected from standard
literature for chorus.
GIRLS 1 GLEE CLUB
ADMISSION: Elective, ability to sing in tune a pre-requisite.
REHEARSALS: One pe riod of forty-five minutes weekly.
CREDIT: One eighth unit when combined with some other fractional music
credit, in accordance with State Depr. rtment ruling,
MATERIAL; Three part arrangement selected from octave publications.
-5-
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BOYS’ GLEE CLUB
ADMISSION : Elective. Ability to sing in tune a pre-requisite*
REHEARSALS: One period of forty-five minutes weekly.
CREDIT : One-eighth unit when combined with some other fractional music
credit, according to State Department ruling.
MATERIAL: Four part male voice arrangements selected from octave publi-
cations. Basic Songs for Male Voices - American Book Co.
ORCHESTRA
ADMISSION : Elective for all students from any grade capable of playing
the material used.
REHEARSALS: One or two rehearsals of forty-five minutes in length weekly.
CREDIT : Ono rehearsal weekly - l/8 credit when combined with some other
fractional music credit, in accordance with State Department ruling.
Two rehearsals weekly - l/4 unit credit.
MATERIAL: All Service Folio, All Fcpular Folio and Our Directors Folio,
arranged by Herfurth. Philharmonic Orchestra Folio. Oliver Ditson Co.
Mastor Series for Young Orchestras by Rebmann. G. Schirmer Co. Carl
Fischer’s Progressive Orchestra Folios Vols. I, II, III, IV, Other
material of similar graded material.
BAND
ADMISSI ON: Elective to all students from any grade capable of playing the
material used.
REHEARSALS: One or two rehearsals of forty-five minutes weekly*
CREDIT : One rehearsal weekly - l/8 unit credit when combined with some
other fractional music credit, in accordance with State Department ruling.
MATERIAL: Bennett Band Books, Four Vols. Harms Concert Bond Folios
I and II. Douglas Band Book. Master Series for Young Bands - Rebmann
G. Schirmer. Other materials selected by the director.
6
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THEORY
ADMISSION: Elective. Required of all music majors.
RECITATIONS : Two periods of forty-five minutes weekly.
CREDIT: One half unit for the year.
MATERIAL: Fundamentals of Musicianship, Smith-Krone-Shaeffer*
Look One, Abridged Edition. Fundamentals of Music - Gehrkens,
MUSIC LITERATURE
ADMISSION: Elective. Required of all music majors.
RECITATI ONS: Two periods of forty-five minutes weekly.
CREDIT: One-half unit for the year.
MATERIAL: People and Music, McGee. Allyn and Bacon. Making Friends
with Music. Hartshorn and Leavitt. Ginn and Co.
- 7-

DETAILED COURSE IN INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
It is impossible to publish a complete list of accredited teach-
ing material. If limited to a small amount, the list could not contain
much good teaching matter; if a complete list could be published it would
be of enormous extent and might tend to be confusing. The plan is to
suggest from innumerable sources, a representative and authoritative list
from which at least one half of the students* work may be selected. Ample
freedom is given the private teacher to offer the pupil favorite material
but in all cases this material should be of the same minimum standard as
that set forth in the recommended lists of material.
PIANO
Preparatory work. Completion of Book One and Two of "The John
Thompson Modern Course for Piano”, or material of a similar grade of
difficulty.
First Year Piano— Credit l/ 2 Unit
John Thompson Modern Course for piano, Book Three, or Studies:
Heller, 50 Selected Studies for Piano, from Op. 45, 46, 47. Schirmer
Library Vol. 24. Beethoven Fur Elise. Clementini, Sonatas Op. 36, 37
and 38. Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
Second Year Piano— Credit 1/2 Unit
Czerny, Preliminary School of Finger Dexterity, Op# 636. Low,
Octave Studies, Op. 281. Hanon, Virtuoso Pianist, in 60 exercises,
Mozart, Sonatas in C and G Major. Godard Au Matin. Haydn, Sonata in C
Major, First movement. Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
Third Year Piano—Credit l/2 Unit
Czerny, The School of Velocity for the Piano, Op. 299* Hannon,
Virtuoso Pianist, continued. Bach Two Part Inventions. Mendelssohn,
Songs Without Words. Schubert, Impromptu in A>, Op. 142, No. 2. Other
pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
Fourth Year Piano—CREDIT l/z Unit
Czerny, The Art of Finger Dexterity for the Piano, Op. 740.
Hannon Studies continued. Kullak, Seven Octave Studies, Op. 48 BOOK two,
Mendelssohn, Rondo Capriccio, Chopin Nocturnes. Debussy, Deux Arabesques,
Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
All piano majors must be prepared to play a short recital during
the senior year, made up of compositions studied during the junior and senior
years.
8-
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VIOLIN
Preparatory work* Completion of Book One and Two of Tune a Day
Violin Method, by Horfurth, or similarly graded material#
First Year Vio lin—Credit l/2 Unit
Wohlfart, Foundation Studies for the Violin, Book One, edited by
Aiqouni and taken from Op. 45, 54 and 74. All Major and Minor Scales in
the first position. Pleyel, Duos Op. 8. Pieces selected from ''Music",
a collection of violin solos edited by Herfurth. Other pieces of a
similar grade of difficulty.
Second Year Violin-Credit l/ 2 Unit
Whistler, Introducing the Positions, Wohlfart, Foundation
Studies for the Violin, edited by Aiqouni, Book Two, forty-two Studies
from Cp. 45 and 74. Schubert Sonatina in D, Op. 137, No* 1* Vivaldi,
Concerto in A Minor, Op. 3, No. 6. Other pieces of a similar grade of
difficulty.
Third Year Violin— Credit l/2 Unit
Kayser, Etudes Op. 20, Book one and two. Mazas, 12 Duos Op, 38
Borowski, Adoration. Accolay, Concerto No. 1 in A Minor Beethoven-
Kreisler, Rondino on a theme by Beethoven. Other pieces of a similar
grade of difficulty.
Fourth Year Violin—Credit l/2 Unit
Jfreutzer, 42 Studies. Sevcik, School of Technic for Violin
Op, 1 Part 3 Exercises for the Change of Positions. Kreisler,
Leibesfreud. Kreisler, Viennese Melody. Keler-Bela, Sun of Puszta,
Op. 34, No, 2, Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
9
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CELLO
Preparatory work. Completion of Botzauer Violoncello Method,
Book one, or similarly graded material*
First Year Violoncello-Credit l/2 Unit
Botzauer Violoncello Method Book Two. Practical Method for
Violoncello, by Werner, Part II. Botzauer Select Studies Vol* I#
Schlemueller, Song, Minuet and Waltz. Bartlet, A Bream. Squire, At
Twilight. Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty*
Second Year Violoncello-Croiit ill Unit
Lee, Forty Melodic Etudes, Op. 31. Grutzmacher, Baily Ex-
ercises for Violoncello, Op, 67, Schlemueller, Berceuse. Holander,
Gavotte. Squire, At Morn. Wagner-Schult z. To the Evening Star.
Other pieces of a similarly graded material.
Third Year Violoncello-Credit l/2 Unit
Lee, Forty Melodic Etudes, Book II, Grutzmacher, Technicology
of the Art of Violoncello Playing, Op. 38, Book I. Solos from.
Violoncello Classics, Edited by Leo Schultz. Other pieces of a similar
grade of difficulty*
Fourth Year Violoncello-Credit l/2 Unit
Continuation of Lee, Melodic Etudes Book II and Grutzmacher
Technology. Goltermann, Concerto in G, Op. 65, No. 4. Bruch, Kol Nidrei.
Popper, Gavotte, Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty*
-10 '
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FLUTE
Preparatory work. Completion of Elementary Method for Flute "by
Peterson or other material of a similar grade of difficulty®
First Year Flute—-Credi t l/2 Unit
Intermediate Method for Flute "by Peterson-Skornicka. Gossec
Gavotte. Schubert, Rosamund Air 0 Fair, Minuet No. 2. Other pieces of
a similar grade of difficulty.
Second Year Flute—-Credit l/2 Unit
Voxraan and Gower, Advanced Method for Flute. Handel, Sonatas,
No. 4 and 7. Kreisler, La Precieuse. Aubert, Air. Other pieces of a
similar grade of difficulty.
Third Year Flute—Crodit l/2 Unit
Cavally, Melodious and Progressive Studies for Flute. Lebate,
Rondino, Lebussey, 2nd Arabesque. Widor, Scherzo, Op. 34 No® 2. Other
pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
Fourth Year Flute—Credit l/2 Unit
Continuation of Melodious and Progressive Studies for Flute by
Cavally. Godard, Valse, Op. 116, No, 3. Kreisler, Siciliano and Rigaudon.
Wetzger, By the Brook, Op. 33. Other pieces of a similar grade of
difficulty.
11-
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CLARINET
Preparatory work. Herfurth, Tune a Pay for Clarinet, Book one.
Modern Method for Clarinet, Gower and Vexman, or material of a similar
grade of difficulty.
First Year Clarinet—Credit l/2 Unit
Skronica, Intermediate Method for Clarinet, Pieces from Let’s
Have Music published by Carl Fischer. Other pieces of a similar grade of
difficulty. Vexman, Lamont and Tarantella. Weinberger, Sonatina®
Second Year Clarinet— Credit l/2 Unit
Lazarus Clarinet School Book One. Victor Herbert Album of
Clarinet Solos. Minuet from Divertimento No# 17, Mozart-Langenus#
Lehar, Frasquita Serenade. Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty,
Schubert, Ave Maria#
Thi rd Year Clarinet—Credit l/2 Unit
Continuation of Lazarus Clarinet School Vol# I and II. Aubert-
Waln, Aria and Presto# Enderson* Caminando. Monti, Czardas. Kreisler,
Liebesfreud. Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
Fourth Year Clarinet—Credit l/2 Unit
I
-
• II' - mmrnamrnkwmmmmm* haJium m
Lazarus Clarinet School Book III# Selected Studies for Clarinet,
by Voxman. Weber, Concertino, Op. 26# Grieg, Sonata in F, Op. 8, 1st
Movement. Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
-12 '
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SAXOPHONE
Preparatory work. Completion of Elementary Method for Saxophone,
"by Hovey or material of a similar grade of difficulty*
First Year Saxophone—Credit l/2 Unit
Skornika, Intermediate Method for Saxophone. Pieces from Album
of Favorite Saxophone Solos Arr. by Lillyn and Isaak.
Second Year Saxophone-Credit l/2 Unit
Voxman and Gower, Advanced Method for Saxophone. Lehar, Fras-
quita Serenade Kreisler-Gurewich, Caprice Vennois. Y/iedoeft, Valse Erica.
Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
Third Year Saxophone—Credit l/2 Unit
Continuation of Advanced Method, by Voxman and Gower, Voxman,
Selected Studies for Saxophone. Gershwin, Andante and Finale from
Rhapsody in Blue. Kreisler, Schon Rosmarin. Other pieces of a similar
grade of difficulty.
Fourth Year Saxophone—Credit
Continuation of Voxman, Selected Studies for Saxophone. Traxler,
Grand Virtuoso Saxophone Studies. Monti, Czardas, Gounod-Mohaupt, Fantasi
on ’’Faust” Waltzes. Rimsky-Korsakow-Iasilli
,
Flight of the Bumblebee.
Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
l/2 Unit
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CORNET OR TRUMPET
Preparatory work. Completion of Tune a Day by Herfurth. Ele-
mentary Method for Cornet, by Robinson, or other material of a similar
grade of difficulty.
Fi rst Year Cornet— Credit l/2 Unit
Skornicka, Intermediate Method for Cornet. Hartley, Gaiety
Polka. Barnard, The Pals. Bohme, Liebeslid, Op. 22, Nos. 2 and 3.
Goldman, Jupiter Polka. Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
Second Year Cornet— Credit ill Unit
Voxman and Gower, Advanced Method for Cornet. Arban-Clorke
method, published by Cundy-Bettony. Clarke, Apollo Polka. Schubert,
Ave Maria. Goldman, Waltz Response. Other pieces of a similar grade
of difficulty.
Third Year Cornet—Credit l/2 Unit
Continuation of Arban-Clarke Method for Cornet. Clarke,
Sounds from the Hudson. Llewellyn, My Regards. Andante and Allegro by
Ropartz, other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
Fourth Year Cornet—Credit l/2 Unit
Continuation- of Arban-Clarke Method for Cornet. Simon, Willow
Echoes. Bellstedt, Variations of The Carnival of Venice. Clarke, The
Debutante. Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
-14 -
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FRENCH HORN
Preparatory work* Skornicka, Elementary Method for French Horn
or similarly graded material.
First Year French Horn— Credit l/2 Unit
Enderson, Supplementary Studies. Skornicka, Intermediate
Method for Horn, pieces selected from Golden Melodies for French Horn,
Arr. by Boyd*
Second Year French Horn— Credit ill Unit
Pottag, Daily Exercises for Horn. Tschaikowsky, Andante Can-
tabile from 5th Symphony. Mendelssohn, Nocturne from Midsummer Night’s
Dream. Weideman-Pottag, Nocturne. Other pieces of a similar grade of
difficulty.
Third Year French Horn—Credit l/ 2 Unit
Franz, Complete Method for French Horn, First part, French
Horn Passages Book I Pottag. Chopin Pottag, Nocturne, Op. 9, No, 2,
Title Serenade, Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
Fourth Year French Horn-Credit l/2 Unit
Franz, Complete Method continued. Pet tag French Horn Passages
Book II. Haydn-Po ttag
,
Concerto No, 2. Hindemith, Sonata for Horn*
Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
-15 «
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TROMBONE OR BARITONE
Preparatory work. Completion of Elementary Method for Trombone
by Long. Tune A Bay by Herfurth, or other material of a similar grade of
difficulty.
First Year Trombone—Credit l/2 Unit
Intermediate Method for Trombone, Pub. by Rubank, Hartley, Gaiety
Polka, Barnard, The Pals. Cadman, At Pawning, VanderCook, Amethyst.
Other pieces of a similar grade of difficulty.
Second Year Trombone—Credit l/2 Unit
Gower-Voxmnn Advanced Method for Trombone, Clarke, Apollo Polka,
Schubert, Ave Maria. VanderCook, Lily Polka. Other pieces of a similar
grade of difficulty.
Third Year Trombone— Credit l/2 Unit
Arban Celebrated Method for Trombone, Book I and II, Endresen,
Supplementary Studies for Trombone, Simons, Atlantic Zephyrs. Smith,
Castles in the Air. Friml-Gossette, Indian Love Call, Other pieces of a
similar grade of difficulty.
Fourth Year Trombone—Credit l/2 Unit
Continuation of Arban Book II, Clarke, Sounds from the Hudson.
Pryor, The Little Chief. Pryor, The Blue Bells of Scotland. Other pieces
of a similar grade of difficulty*
-16
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MUSIC AWARDS
Three awards, based primarily on the attainment of music-
ianship, and a general knowledge of music, are offered in the Medina
County Schools, Standards of attainment have been suggested which will
give to all interested students a well rounded musicianship, and will
establish a program which will mean much to the future musical organiza-
tions in the County,
The awards given are:
"A” Award —
-1200 points
"B" Award—————————
-1000 points
"C” Award— ——-— 500 points
Points for these awards may be earned as follows:
1, Ability as a performer. Applicant to appear as a soloist in a
public program, on his instrument, or, as a vocalist. Each appearance
to count 25 points with a maximum of 50 points possible for each award*
This maximum is set so that the student may not concentrate on just one
activity and allow other musical expe riences to be neglected*
2, Membership in high school musical organizations:
(a) Chorus- — 50 points each year
(b) Glee Club 50 points each year
(c) Orchestra —50 points each year
(d) Band 50 points each year
3, Membership in community organizations:
(a) Sunday School orchestras 25 points each year
(b) Grange orchestras or choruses-25 points each year
(c) Town Band———————
—25 points each year
(d) Church Choir— —25 points each year
4.
Ensemble or neighborhood groups: (an ensemble to be made up of
three or more performers each playing or singing an independent
part.) Each ensemble should make at least three public appear-
ances each year. All ensembles must meet with the approval of
the supervisor in charge and should not make a public appearance
without his permission*
19-

5. Membership in all County Organizations:
(a) County Chorus— ——25 points
(b) County Orchestra 25 points
(c) County Band 25 points
each year
each year
each year
6 . Student directors — -25
Choral accompanist---—————35 points each yearpoints each year
7, Reading and study:
(a) Making scrap book of newspaper clippings, magazine
articles, etc. on current topics of musical interest,
—25 to 50 points
(b } Concert attendance. Any concert such as a symphony
orchestra, or an artist of national reputation,
— 10 points for each concert
(c) Reports on books listed in this outline, or any book
which is first approved by the supervisor,
——
-50 points for each year*
Students registering for the theory and music literature courses,
will be given 100 points for each course completed*
Suggested Li st of Books to Read
People and Music — McGee-Pub* by Allyn and Bacon
How Music Grew — Bauer and Peyser - G. P. Putnam's Sons
Discovering Music— McKinney and Anderson - American Book Co*
A Story of Music — Barbour and Freeman - C. D. Birchard Co.
Music and the Listener — Feldman - E. P. Dutton
The Art of Enjoying Music — Spaeth - McGraw Hill
The Man with the Baton — Ewen - Crowell
Dictators of the Baton — Ewen - Alliance Book Co,
Fundamentals of Music — Gehrkens - Diston Co*
"B” award students must have at least 50 points credit in Theory*
"A” award students must have at least 100 points credit in Theory and
music literature* All book reports must be ready before the beginning
of the second semester of the year in which the award is to be granted*
-20-
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Bonus for Instrumentalists
Since several years of preparation are necessary in order to ac-
quire sufficient skill to appear successfully as an instrumental soloist,
a "bonus will be given to the student as follows:
Violin, Viola, Cello - — 50 points
Piano, French Horn, Oboe ——
—
40 points
All other instruments ———-— 35 points
All general points are tentative, depending on the performance of
a selected solo by each applicant. This, it will be impossible for a
student to earn an award, regardless of the number of points he has to
his credit, until ho shows himself capable of making a creditable public
appearance as a soloist.
Students who register for a musical activity at the beginning of
the school year and do not finish the course, will be penalized an amount,
in points double the amount given for the particular course in question.
Thus, a student registering for chorus, but not finishing the year will be
penalized 100 points. A reasonable excuse will be honored*
-21-

The following list of solos and ensembles are suggested for use
in the solo and ensemble events. Any other selection must first be
approved by the supervisor.
Vocal Solos ( Girls )
”C” Award
Godard
English
Purcell
Scott
Guion
Harker
—Neidlinger
Neidlinger
Vocal Solos (Boys
)
"C” Award
Any Hymn or Polk Song
Plorians Song—
When Love Is Kind
Passing By
Repent Ye
0 Love That Wilt Not Let Me Go
Spirit of God
On the Shore
Any Hymn or Folk Song
Bells of St. Marys --Adams
Luna — —McGill
I’ll Take You Home Again Westendorf
Time to Go Sanderson
Gypsy Love Song — Herbert
Friend of Mine -Sanderson
Banjo Song — Homer
”B” Award
Vocal Solos (Girls
)
Carmena —
Jesu Bambino- — -
—
Gentle Holy Saviour
The Ninety and Nine —
The Star —
Lass With the Belie ate Air—
—
Songs My Mother Taught Me
Open Thine Eyes of Blue
My Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair—
Hark, Hark, the Lark———
Ledi cati on—
The Lord is My Light-
—
—Wilson
Yon
Gounod
Rogers
Rogers
—
—Arne
Dvorak
Massenet
—
—Haydn
—
—Schubert
—
—Franz
Allitsen
"B” Award
Vocal Solos (Boys
)
Where Ere You Walk——— Handel
Sylvia -Speaks
Peggy -Cox
-22-
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Vocal Solos Cont 'd (Boys
)
MBM Award
Roadways—— Masefield
Homing— —del Ri ego
Hosanna— Granier
Dedication— Franz
I Love Life Manna-Zucka
The Ninety and Nine —-—Rogers
Vocal Solos (Girls
)
’’A'* Award
-Tipton
-Buck
-Greig
-Greig
-Scott
-Rachmaninoff
-Buck
-del-Acqua
-Schubert
Vocal Solos (Boys
)
"A" Award
Spirit Flower—
Fear Not Ye, 0 Israel——
Solveij’s Song——
—
I Love Thee———— —
Lullaby —
At Night
My Redeemer and My Lord
Villanelle — —
Avo Maria —
At Night —
The Glory Road
Invictus —
The Blind Ploughman-
Rachmaninoff
\7olfe
Huhn
•Clarke
”C" Award
PIANO SOLOS
Any easy Sonatina of Beethoven or Kullah
Prelude in A Major —Chopin
A Curious Story Heller
Sarabande— Handel
Allegro in F Haydn
Album Leaf Greig
Waltz No, 15, Op, 39- Brahms
Psyche Coerne
The Placid Lake —Dennee
Schotch——————————De Leone
23-
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Piano Cont *d
”B” Award
MAM Award
Nocturne Op. 9 No. 2—-- * 1 '—-—’Chopin
Witches Dance MacDowell
Two Part Invention No. 1-— - -Bach
Cons olati on————— —— —-—•—Mende 1 s sohn
No rwegian Dance- — ——Sinding
Sheep and Goat ——— ——Guion
Shepherd and Shepherdess—-—— Godard
Sonata No. 5 Schubert
Papillon Greig
Seguidi 11a- —Albeni z
Hungarian Bhapsodie No. 2—— -Liszt
Concert Etude- MacDowell
Prelude in C# Minor—— Rachmaninoff
Prelude in G# Minor — Rachmaninoff
VIOLIN
"C" Award
Cavatine —Schmidt
Duos Nos. 2, 3 or 4——— PIeye 1
Cradle Song — Schumann
Pieces selected from ’’Music” an album of violin
solos edited by Herfurth.
”B” Award
Air Varie No. 5 —
—
Gavot te— —
Be rce us e
—
Sarabande— — —
Gypsy Dance
Concerto in A Minor— —
Sonatina in D Op. 137 No. 1
Danela
—
—Gossec
Nardini
Bohm
Ernst
—
—Vivaldi
— Schubert
—
—Borowski
”A” Award
Czardas —Mont i
The Juggler—— — — Severn
Kuiawiak— — —Wieniawski
Concerto in A Minor No. 1——-————Accolay
-24 '
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CELLO
,f CM Award
Song
Minuet
A Dream
Gypsy Love Song
Melody
At Twilight
-Schlemueller
-Schlemueller
•-Dart let
-Herbert
-Hollaender
—Squire
”B” Award
Berceuse Schlemueller
On Wings of Song Mendelssohn
Adoration Bormvski
To the Evening Star—— Wagner-Schult z
Waltzer Hollaender
Serenade Tittl
"A" Award
Kol Nidrei— Bruch
Serenade Popper
Gavotte Op. 112 Lee
Concerto in G Op, 65 Ho, 4 —Goltermann
FLUTE
”CM Award
Minuet No, 2
Rosamund Air
Andantino—
Serenade-
"B" Award
—Fair
Leihe sfreud —Kreisler
Dance of the Mirletitons Tschaikowski
La Precieuse Kreisler
Sonatas No, 4 and 7— Handel
"
a
" Award
Valse Op. 116 No, 3—
By the Brook
Polonaise
Czardas—
Siciliano and Higaud on-
Godard
-Metzger
Bach
Monti
Kreisler
-25 -

CLARINET
"C" Award
Merry Widow Walt z ———— Lehar-Kent
Serenade Drigo
Traume rei -Schumann
Berceuse Godard
"B" Award
In the Lovely Month of May — -Meriel
Merriment Polka Barnard
A1 Fresco Herbert
Frasquita Serenade Lehar
Czardas Monti
Leibesfreud -Kroisler
"A" Award
%
Divertimento No. 1 Mozart
Concertino Op. 26 Weber
Aria and Presto Aubert-Waln
Sonata in F 0p c 8 first Movement- Greig
"C" Award
SAXOPHONE
Serenade
Leibestraum
Midnight Bells
Melodie D 'Amour
—
Berceuse
Drigo
•Liszt-Smith
•Heuberger-Kreisler
•Gurewich
•Godard
"B" Award
•Krei s 1 er-Gurewi ch
•Krei sler
Weidoeft
Jessel
•Durand-Isilli
Schon Hosmarin
Rondino on a Theme by Beethoven
—
Valse Erica —
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers
First Valse in E^
"A" Award
Flight of the Bumblebee —Rimsky-Korsakow-I siHi
Fantasia on "Faust" Waltzes Gounod-Monaupt
Saxophone Fantas ie Sos eb ro ok-Wiedo ef
t
Fontana-Valse Caprice Clarke
Second Czardas — —Monti
-26
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"C" Award
Cherubino 's Canzone —— Mozart
Strolling- — — —Lebate
Pastoral e —-— Bakaleinikoff
S lavoni c Dance — Dvorak
"B" Award
Chant Sans Paroles— Tschaikowski-Porsch
Song of India— ————Rimsky-Korsakow
"A" Award
Sonatas No. 1 and 2 Handel
Legend Pastoral —Godard
Vi 1 lane 11a — Letate
Adagio Cantabile — — -Beethoven
BASSOON
"C" Award
Any of the "Famous Melodies" for Bassoon arr. by Boyd#
"B" Award
Romanze Wei s serib orne
Jolly Dutchman Isaak
Sonatina ———— — —Weinberger
Cappriccio, Op, 14 — ———-—-V/eissenborne
"A" Award
Adagio and Rondo- —
—Millars
Concertino— David
Concerto, Op. 14 Hassler
Rondo from Concerto in F-— — —Weber
i.w. 1 - ./.
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FRENCH HORN
"C” Award
Any of the ’’Golden Melodies” for Horn by Boyd
At the Fair '——Hauser
Lullaby-—-— —Brahms
”B” Award
Serenade- ————Tittl
Nocturne Op. 9 No, 2—— Chopin
Andante Cantabile (5th Sym. )— ——Tschaikowski
Andante from Horn Quintet—— Mozart-Wilcox
"A” Award
Concerto No. 5 Mozart-Pottag
Sonata for Horn—— — —Hindemith
Allegro from Horn Quintet————Mo zart-Y/ilcoz
TRUMPET
”C" Award
Sylvia
Columbine Polka
The Pals
Gaiety Polka
Speaks
•Vander cook
•Barnard
Hartley
”B” Award
Clarke
— Schubert
Go 1dman
—
—Llewellyn
”A” Award
Apollo Polka ——
—
Jupiter Polka
My Regards
Sounds from the Hudson -Clarke
Willow Echoes Simon
Carnival of Venice — Clarke
The Debutante —-— Clarke
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TROMBONE
”C" Award.
‘Br.rtlot
———
-Van! er cook
— Hartley
— Cadman
,rBM Award
A Dream-*—*-
Morning Glory Polka
Gaiety Polka —
At Dawning— —
Apollo Polka-
Ave Maria
Autumn Dreams
The Volunteer
Clarke
Schubert
—
—Zimmerman
Simons
”A” Award
Sounds from the Hudson -Clarke
The Patriot Polka Pryor
Atlantic Zephyrs — Simons
Blue Bells of Scotland Pryor
BARITONE HORN
(Use same list as Trombone.)
TUBA
”C” Award
-I saac
Bell
—
—Petrie
Fillmore
"B” Award
The Jolly Dutchman—
—
Gavotte—
Asleep in the Deep
Deep Bass
Carry Me Back to Old Virginny Guy
Pompo s o Haye s
Be e 1 zebub— —-— —Cat o z zi
nA” Award
Carnival of Venice — Holmes
Gay Caballero Schaefer
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